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Motorola LED sentries never die.
Unlike filament indicator lamps, Motorola Light Emitting

Diodes don't die.
They come in three colours- red,yellow and green-

and in viewing angles to suit all applications.
Were so confident of your determination to be

up-togiate,that we've invested heavily to give you
the LEDs you want,when you want them.

Use indicator lamps that are worthy of your
equipment. Use Motorola LEDs as sentries to

watch over it.
To find out more about the design

ssibilities of these high -reliability
products, just send for the new

Motorola Opto Electronics brochure,
which gives you information about our

light detectors and couplers too.
You'll find it profitable reading.

AA MOTOROLA Semiconductors



Now you can
change record -speeds
without changing
record -speeds.

Wel,e done away with the
old turntable speed -control, on
this very advanced Philips GA209
record deck.

Simply by placing a record on
the turntable the correct speed is
electronically chosen and the
pick-up lowered gently into the
run-in groove.

At the end of the record the turntable stops and
the arm returns to the rest.

This facility ensures that both the record and
stylus are fully protected.

In manual operation, the pick-up can be
positioned over the grooves and lowered by means
of a touch control.

The mechanism permits very accurate positioning.
Controlled by a servo motor via electronic touch
controls, it can be operated whether the deck is used
manually or as a fully automatic deck.

Electronic control makes sure that the turntable
speed is kept constant.

Separate fine speed controls for 33% and 45 rpm.
allow the record to be tuned to the pitch of any
musical instrument.

The photo -electric stop switch is completely
soundless and frictionless.

High stability and insulation against shocks and
vibration are ensured by the floating suspension of the

turntable and pick-up arm.
The tracking error of the practically frictionless

pick-up arm is very small.
Side thrust compensation is adjustable for all

playing weights for both spherical and elliptical styli.
The top cartridge from the Super M range, the

GP412, is supplied as standard.

PHILIPS
Simplyyears ahead



Tekelec's digital multimeters
make everything
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A brand new
portable from
Teleguipment
The D32 Dual Trace
10 MHz Battery -Operated
Oscilloscope
Probably the smallest and least exPensive 'scope of its kind in the world.
Telequipment's D3z offers a generous performance spetificationyct
remains in the realms ofreality where price is concemed.Weighing to lb.
and only4 xox t r inches insize, the robustly built D32 can be carried
comfortably on any assignment.

Packed into nanny frame is a specification with features normally associated
withinstruments twice its size. Priced at i25. (including rechargeable
barteries)this dual -trace 'scope offers roMHz bandwidth at lomVicliv.
sensitivity; automatic selection of chopped or alternate modes automatic
selection of TV line or frame displays ;the choice of battery or maim operation
and a c.r.t. display covering a very large proportion of its total front panel area.

Write now for full details and demonstration - you won't be disappointed. r=w,
TektronixU.K. Ltd.,
Beaverton House, P.O. Box 69, Harpenden, Herts.
T I ph ne. H pe d 6341 Telex: z5$59

TELEQUIPMENT
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elamTur
This is the first English edition of Elektor, a magazine that introduces a new way of
presenting electronics.
The Dutch edition of Elektor has been published for over 14 years and the German for
over 4. Every month 120,000 copies find their way to readers ranging from enthusiastic
amateurs to professional electronic engineers.
Elektor's dynarnic and practical application of new electronic techniques has stimulated
the ever-present curiosity and imagination of designers. Modern components, active and
passive and especially cheap digital and linear integrated circuits, are used in practical
designs. Many of the circuits are developed in our own laboratories, and circuit building
is greatly facilitated by using the ready-made printed circuit boards we produce for the
more important designs.
The availability of components is always considered, and when new components are
needed every effort is made to ensure that they can be obtained through the normal
retail outlets. On the continent, this practice has led to a modernisation of the retail trade
so that now several retailers tend to base their stocks on the information in Elektor
publications. This is very good for those firms of course, but it is even better for Elektor
readers; it makes available for them a more comprehensive range of components at re-
duced prices because of the greater demand.
Elektor will not sell components, other than printed circuit boards, so that complete
editorial independence is assured. Furthermore, the editorial staff cannot be influenced
by advertisers, although it can sometimes influence them where it is important that
certain components are made available to our readers.
Elektor has always tried to be dynamic and informative; but it can occasionally irritate,
as when it deflates technical imperiousness or indulges in a humorous self-criticism that
has given it a 'British' image on the continent.
In 1975, Elektor will appear every two months until August; from September on it will
be published monthly. The July/August edition will be a large double issue. On the
continent this has become known as the semiconductors guide, and its production is an
established tradition.
We shall be working on the first copies for 1975 even as you read this. Articles already
accepted describe an electronically -compensated loudspeaker system, a high -quality
pre -amplifier, an analogue -digital converter, gyrators, and further developments of the
mos-clock, electronic drum and TAP.

Orr(c- at- ch
B. W. Van der Horst, editor.
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CE12=IED
Many elektor circuits are accompanied by printed circuit
designs. For those who are not inclined to etch their
own printed circuit boards, a number of these designs
are also available as ready -etched and predrilled boards.
These boards can be ordered from our Canterbury office.
Payment, including E 0.15 p & p, must be in advance or
by enclosed remittance.
Bank account number: A/C No. 11014587, sorting
code 40-16-11 Midland Bank Ltd., Canterbury.

circuit number price
distortion meter 1437 E 1.50
tap sensor 1457 E 0.55
equa amplifier 1499 £ 1.10
digital rev counter 1590 £ 0.90
mos clock 5314 clockeircuit 1607 A £ 1.10
mos clock 5314 display print 1607 B £ 0.80
aerial amplifier 1668 E 0.85

eLemTur
Volume 1 - number 1

Editor :W. van der Horst
Deputy editor : P. Holmes

Editorial : J. Barendrecht
T. Emmens
T. Venema

Advertising : P. Appleyard
Art editor : C. Sinke
Drawing office : L. Martin
Subscriptions : Mrs. A. van Meyel

Elektor will be publiMed every two months until
August 1976 from then on it *II appear month..
Copim can be ordered from our Canterbury office.
The subscription rate for 1975 is E 366. the first issue
Iffov/Dec 1974/ will be included in this at no
additional cost.
Single copies: E p 6 p.
At least four weeks advance notice should be given of
any change of addres6
Members of the technical Maff will he aveilable to======
16.30.
Letters Mould be addressed to the department
concerned: TO . Technical Queries: ADV = Advertise-
ments: SUB . Subscriptions; ADM Administration:
ED. Editorial (articles submitted for publication etc.);
EPS. Eiektor printed circuit board service.

Editorial offices, admeingtztrizzd rzingrtiunrg,:

162.
Tel. Canterbury 102271 - 5.30.

The circuits published are for domestic use mly. The
submission of designs or articles to Elektor implies per-
mission to the publishers to alter and translate the
text and design, and to use Me con.nts In other
Elektor publicmions and activities. The publishers
MnnOt guarantee return any material submitted to
them.
All drawings. photographs. printed circuit boards and
articles published in Elektor are copyright a. may not
be reproduced or imitated in whole or part without
prior mitten permission of the publishers.

Copyright ID /974 Elector publishers Ltd. - Canterbury.

Ptintetl in the Netherlands.
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from din to
equa-

stand's For more than ten years, manufacturers
on the Continent have been measuring
the quality of record-players, amplifiers,

loudspeakers etc. against the West German industrial standard DIN 45500.
Products that meet the published standards may be sold as "hifi according
to DIN 45500". The editors of Elektor feel tie time to propose a more
up-to-date norm.

It seems reasonable to assume that ten
years development of, for example, am-
plifiers should lead not only to extensive
miniaturisation but also to an improve-
ment M the quality of components and
circuits.This considerationgave the editors
of Elektor the idea of checking these DIN
standards against the present Meet of tech-
nology. This in rum led to the formulation
of the new quality standards that are now
offered for discussion.
The basis of the new Equa-standards rues
follows:
It must be possible in a sitting room to
play back music with a recorded dynamic
range of 40 dB which implies a required
signal-to-noise ratio of at least 50 dB and
preferably 60 dB.
The level of background noise in the
sitting room is taken to be about 32 dB
Mound pressure level); for headphone
listening 20 dB SPL.

The following standards can now be
proposed:

The (mMimum) output power of an
amplifier, for use in a typical sitting
mom with typiml loudspeakers, should
Os 10 watts; the equipment must be
able to maintain this power level con-
tinously for at least 10 minutes. This
requMement is the same as the DIN
standard.

2. The output power of an amplifier,
driving the least sensitive headphones

The requirements and designer's.aim values
according to the Equa-stencOrd, in comparison
with the requirements laid down in DIN .500.
Tnese standards apply to quality-amplifiert in

neied for use in dommic listening rooms.

should be at least 0.2 watts; more
sensitive units can however often
manage with I milliwatt.

3. The signal-to-noise must be at least
50 dB; one should aim at 60 dB. V/hen
a volume control is fitted, these re-
quirements should also be met when
this control is set at -20 dB. The DIN
standard in this case specifies 50 dB or
better.

4. The frequency response curve should
boost within 1.5 dB from 40 Hz to
16 kHz; in agreement with DIN. More-
over, the curve must remain 'smooth'
outside these limits, although it may
roll off gradually.

5. The peak amplitude (not RMS!) of
harmonic distortion must be less than
0.3%; one should aim at 0.1%. DIN
lays down a harmonic maximum dis-
tortion of 1% RMS. This is a) too high
and b) meaningless, (See the article
"Equa-ampttfieri),

6. The intermodulation distortion
(measured m specified by DIN) should
be less than I% rather than the present
3%.

7. The stability must be unconditional,
with any load. (The DIN standard says
nothing about this.)

8. No damage may be caused (other than
blown internal fuses!) by overdriving
an input up to 20 dB (10x) or by
operating the output with a short or

open circuit or with a reactive
cluding inductive) load. (This is not
mentioned in the DIN standard.)

9. The crosstalk between different inputs
must be at least 50 dB down from
100 Hz to 10 kHz; preferably 60 dB.
The DIN requirement is 40 dB.

10. The suppression of crosstalk between
a pair of stereo -channels must be at
least 40 dB from 250 Hz to 10 kHz
(DIN standard 30 dB).

The table compares the requirements and
designer's -%m values according to the
Equa-standard with the DIN 45500 re-
quirements.

These standards were first presented by
Elektor on the continent in 1972 as
starting -point for further dimussion. It
has since then become apparent that the
usefulness of an 1151 distortion measure-
ment (point )) and the requirements for
stereo ero111aik suppression (point 10)
One rise to some queries.
In addition, a need is felt for a relatively
simple and precise measurement of tran-
sient distortion and transient intermodu-
lation distortion (slope overload, slew -rate

If

goon -standard DIN

Requirement Design %in

Output power mono 10 nett 40 wett M wart
Stere0

Signal to noise
nesponse*1.8 de
Harmonics peek level
Harmonics PM level

2z10 watt
50 dB
40 Hz to 10000 11.
0.396

x 20 wan
BOOB
0410
0.1%

3 x weft
BO dB
Dino

intermodulation 196 0.396

cepecitiveload
Wothstands bgnan
Withstands load fault
Crosstalk between:

different inputs
stereo -pair

O. infinite
10.-10615
10 min.
10 min.

50 dB
40 dB

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

soda 40 dEi
30 de
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tup -tun
dug -due

Wherever possible in Elektor
MI' circuits, transistors and diodes are

simply marked 'TUP', 'TUN',
'DUG' or 'DUS'. This indicates
that a large group of similar devices
can be used without detriment to
the performance of the circuit.

In this article the minimum specifications for this group are listed, with
tables of equivalent types. Also described are several simple measuring
procedures that make it possible to find the connections and
approximate performance of an unmarked device.

As far as possible, the circuits in Elektor
are designed so that they can be built
with standard components that most
retailers will have in stock.
It is well-known that there are many
general purpose diodes and low frequency
transistors with different type numbers
but very similar technical specifications.
The difference between the various types
is often little mom than their shape. This
family of semiconductors is referred to
in the various articles by the following
abbreviations:
TOP = Transistor, Universal PNP,
TUN = Transistor, Universal NPN,
DUG = Diode, Universal Germanium,
DUO = Diode, Universal Silicon.
TUP, TUN, DUG and DUS have to meet
certain minimum specifications-they are
not just `any old transistor' or 'any old
germanium diode' . . The minimum
specifications are listed m tables la and
lb. It is always possible, of course, to use

a transistor with better specifications
than those listed!

Simple measurements
It is advisable only to use semiconductors
with a clearly legible type number, an
with known specifications. However
transistors without a type number are
often cheaper, and some simple tests can
eve an indication of their value.
The first test serves to find out whethe
he transistor is a PNP or an NPN type

dt I t th b
multimeter is used, switched tto the
lowest resistance scale. The plus lead of
the meter is connected to one of the pins
of the transistor (figure la).
The minus lead is then touched to each
of the other transistor pins in taro. If the
meter shows a low resistancb in both
caws the transistor is probably a PNP
type, and .the plus lead from the meter is
bnnected to its base. If the meter shows
low resistance at only one of the two

...M. pins the the is ProbablY
an NPN type, and the minus lead from
the meter is connected to its base.
If the meter doesn't show a low from
In either case, the plus lead from the
meter should be connected to one of the
th tp d th p d

repeated.
Having located the base on and
the probable type (PNP or NPN), a

double check can be made the to
figure lb. For an NPN type, the minus
lead from the meter is .nnected to the
base a. the plus lead is touched to
each of the other connections in turn.
The meter should show approximately
the same (low) resistance value for both
cases. After reversing the connections to
the meter, the same test should show awe

high resistance (little or no
deflection) for both cases. For a PNP
type, the first two measurements should
show a high re and the secondsistance
two should show a low resistance.
The next step is to locate the emitter and
collector connections. The multimeter is
now switched to the highest resistance
scale and the teat leads are connected to
the two remaining transistor pins (the
base b not connected). If the transistor
is an NPN type and the meter shows a
very high resistance (figure lc), the minus
lead is connected to the collector and the
plus lead is connected to the emitter. On
reverBing the connections (figure Id) a
relatively low resistance value should be
indicated. If the transistor is a PNP type,
the measurement results are reversed.

If any of the tests show sem resistance
b tweet two pins of the transistor, there
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Table 1..

WO. Ups la

max
hfe Ptot

TB%
IT

min.

TUN
TUP

NPN
PNP

20V
20V

100 mA
100 mA

100
100

100 mW
100 mW

100 MHz
100 MHz

Table 1b.

type
UR IF

RUM

IR
Ma%

Plot
max

CD
mu

BUS
DUG

S
fie

25 V
20 V

100 mA
35 mA

IBA
100 pA

250 ieW
250 mW

5 PP
10 pF

Table 2. Table 6.

TUN
BC 107 BC 208 BC 384
BC 108
BC 109

BC 209
SC 237

BC 407
BC 408

BC 147
BC 148

BC 238
8C239

BC 409
BC 413

BC 149
BC 171

BC 317
BC 318

BC414
BC 547

BC 172 BC 319 BC 548
BC 173
BC 182

BC 347
BC 348

BC 549
BC 582

BC 183
BC 184

BC 349
BC 382

BC 583
BC 584

BC 207 BC 383

Table 3.

TUP
BC 157 BC 253 BC 352
BC 158
BC 177

BC 261
BC 262

BC 415
BC 416

BC 178
BC 204

BC 263
BC 307

BC 417
BC 418

BC 205
BC 206

BC 308
BC 309

BC 419
BC 512

8C212
BC 213

BC 320
BC 321

BC 513
BC 514

BC 214 BC 322 BC 557
BC 251
BC 252

BC 350
BC 351

BC 558
BC 559

Table 4.

DUB DUG

BA 127 BA 318 OA 86
BA 217
BA 218

BAX13
BAV 61

0A91
OA 95

BA 221
BA 222

15914
154148

44116

BA 317

tup tun

dug dus

NPN PNP

BC 107
BC 108
BC 109

BC 177
BC 178
BC 179

Voea 45 V 45 V

mu 20 V 25 V
20 V 20 V

Vona 6V 5V
max 5V

5V
5V
51/

le 100.mA 100 mA

max 100 mA 100 mA
100 mA 50 mA

Plot. 300 rnW 300 mW

1118,1
300 roW 300 mW
300 mW 300 mW

IT 150 MHz 130 MHz

min. 150 MHz
150 MHz

130 MHz
130 MHz

F 10 dB 10 dB

max
10 d8 10 dB
408 408

The letters after the type number
denote the cu rent nein:
A: di 53. oral = 125-260

C. 12°

=

=

240-500
450-900.

',W. 1e. minimum specification. for TU. mid
TUN.

Teble lb. Minimum speed ications for DUD oho

TMtle 2. Various transistor types Met meet
TUN specifications.

Tbla 3. Various transistor types Mat meet
TUP spsdlIcations.

Table 4. VaWout diodes that meet Me DUS or
DUG specifications.

Table B.

NPN PNP Case Remerks

BC 107
BC 108
BC 109

BC 177
BC 178
BC 179

 (;)
BC 147 BC 157 Pmax n
BC 148
BC 149

BC 158
BC 159

d
r

250 mw

BC 207 BC 204
BC 208
BC 209

BC 205
BC 206

Qa)

BC 237
BC 238

BC 307
BC 308

,s,
°V4J

BC 239 BC 309

BC 317 BC 320 .

BC 318
BC 319

13C 321

BC 322
ig 1 -`rngo-r,,

BC 347 BC 350 or..

BC 349
BC 349

BC 351
BC 352

1 9 .

BC 407 BC 417 ',nye .
BC 408
BC 409

BC 418
BC 419

°

. -.-
250 n1W

BC 547 BC 557 ,.. Pmex
BC so
BC 549

BC 558
BC 559

(..il 500 nbe

BC 167 BC 357 .., , 169/259
BC 168
BC 169

BC 258
BC 259

fif. V' Inn.-
50 mA

BC Ill BC 251 ,..o., 251 ...253
BC 172 BC 252 °U, low noise

BC 182
BC 183

BC 212
BC 213 °Q,J

lc eo .
200 mA

BC 184 BC 214

BC 582 BC 512 ,..-.., ,a .
'2110BC 583 BC 513 rtoj: mA

BC 584 BC 514

BC414 BC 418 on low noise
BC 414
BC 414

BC 416
BC 4113

°QV

low node
BC 413 BC 415 4-T1
SC 413 BC 415 SAP.

BC 382
BC 3133
BC 384

.G.

BC 437
P'72;BC 438

BC 439
0; nen

BC 467 Pmax 
BC 468
BC 489

0°1 220 rnW

BC 261
BC 262 °

.

/x-61low
noise

BC 263

Table S. Minimum specifications. for the
B0107, 108. -104 and BG177, 4713, 79
families Ira:cording to Me Pro.Electron
standard,. Note that Me BG179 does not
necessarily meet tha TUP 17m
114,rnan  SO Figure 1. A simple method of finding . type

IMP or NPNI and the bate, erniner and
Table S. Various equivalent% for tha BG107, attar pins of an unknown transinor.
.108, ... families. The data ant those given he
the Pro.Electron standard, individual menu- Figure 2. A simple eth. for ennemirq.
facturers will sometimes giva better tpecIll. current amplification factor of an unknown
cations for their own produMs. transistor.
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is an internal shod circuit in the transistor.
It is then sometimes suitable as a diode,
but usually can only be used as a very
elegant kind of jumper
It should be noted that in all the above
tests the positive lead from the meter is

the one connected to the terminal marked
In practice the voltage on this

terminal is negative with respect to the
terminal marked when the multi -

types (Vceo = 45 volts) and the BCI09/
BCI79 are low -noise. If these differences
are not m ortant in a particular circuit,
the various ypes are interchangeable.
The code le tars A, B or C after the type
number o these transistors denote
various current amplification factors.
For the A4 pes th. is from 125 to 260,
for the B -t pes it is 240 to 500 and for
the C -types 450 to 900. A BC109C is

*et 4444194 1947 1

therefore not a d.ct equivalent for a
BC109B, for instance, although in many
practical circuits it will make little or no
difference.
When using the equivalent types BC167,
-168,-169, BC257, -258,.259 or BC467,
-468, -469 it should be noted that the
base, emitter and collector leads are in
a different order (see table 6).

b

meter is switched to resistance measure-
ment. The measuring procedure baud
on this polarity inversion.
An indication of the current gain of the
unknown transistor can be found in
similar way (figure 2). The multimeter is
witched to the highest resreance scale,
the plus leads

to
to the emitter

and the minus lead to the collector (if the
transistor is an NPN type; otherwise the
connections are reversed). If the previous
tests were carried out correctly, the meter
should show a fairly high resistance.
The collector and base connections are
now bridged with one finger, so that
current flows via the skin resistance to
the base of the transistor under test. The
meter should now register a fairly low
resistance. The higher the current gain
(and the lower the skin resistance!) the
lower the indicated resistance value win
be. A comparative measurement with a
transistor of known quality .1 give an
indication of whether or not the
'measured' current gain was sufficient.

Specifications and equivalents
A number of transistor types that meet
the TUN specifications are listed in
table 2. This list is, of course, incomplete
- there are far more possible types.
Table 3 lists a number of possibilities for
use as TUP, while table 4 gives equivalents
for DUG and DUB.

. A further group of better quality tran-
sistors are the °CIO) - BC108 - BC109
(NPN) and 11C177 - BC178 - BCI79
(PNP) families. The minimum specifica-
tions are listed in table 5, while table 6
gives a list of equivalents. As will be
obvi.s from the specifications, the main
differences between the types are that
the Bel 07/BC177 are higher voltage

-.a

d
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swinging
inductor
using one
op -amp

The principle of simulating an inductor
with a capacitor plus a gyrator is well
known. With the usual gyrator circuits
there is, however, the objection that one
terminal of the resulting inductor is con-
nected to circuit earth. A 'swinging' or
free -ended inductor can only be obtained
indirectly and with some complication.
The accompanying diagram shows a

swinMng inductor that requires two capa-
citors and one operational amplifier. The
inductance appearing between points A

and B is given by L=PlX 7, where r =
RI X CI = (R2 P2)C2. P2 will de-
termine the 'Q' facto..
The rules of the game are; the external
impedance between point A and circuit
earth must be less than 2 k12, while the
load on point B must be roughly equal to
the value of PI (47 kci in this case). With
the values given in the circuit diagram, the
inductance obtained is variable over a
range of approximately I . 100 Henries!

Until recently, the speed of a car engine (r.p.m.) was
measured with an analogue system. It stands to reason that

a digital method would do equally
Calinhy well. In principle this can be

don e with a common
frequency meter. Since in this

case the number of revolutions per minute (r.p.m.) is to be measured, the
time base will have to be somewhat adapted.

The contact breaker m every car (except
diesels) .d on every engine closes and
opens a certain number of times per
minute. This number is determined by
the following factors: the number of cy-
linders, the type of engine (two-stroke or
four-stroke) and the number of revo-
lutions per minute. If the first two data
are known, it can be calculated how
many pulses a certain contact breaker
gives per second at a certain number of
revolutions per minute.
A ono -cylinder two-stroke engine gives
one pulse per revolution. A one-eylinder
four-stroke engine produces one pulse per
two revolutions. So a four-stroke engine
gives half the number of pulses at the
same number of revolutions. This leads to
the formula for the number of pulses
per second any type of engine produces
at a certain number of revolutions (per
mi..):

P 60xx

where p = pulses per second (P.P.s.)
n = revs per minute (r.p.m.)
c = number of cylinders
a = I for two-stroke, 2 for

four-stroke.
By means of this formula we can now set
up Table I which immediately shows the
fixed r.p.m./p.p.s. ratio for each type of
engine. For instance, a most common
engine is the four -cylinder four-stroke. At
6000 r.p.m. this engine produces 200
p.p.s. To express the r.p.m. in four digits
will therefore take some 30 seconds. This
is, of course, out of the question because
within the time span of 30 seconds the
number of r.p.m. is subject to variation.
Consequently, the number of digits
shown is reduced to two. The measuring
time is then only three tenths of a

second. The engine speed can thus be
measured with an accuracy of < 1%,
which is amply sufficient. Nobody will
care whether an engine makes 3418 or
3457 r.p.m.

The circuit
The pukes produced by the contact

breaker are usually a bit frayed due to
contact 'chatter', and the voltage pro-
duced is variable because of the resulting
inductance voltages.
Since electronic eireui. in general have a
severe dislike of inductive voltage peaks,
these voltages will have to be suppressed,
or at least limited. A rarer with a capa-
citor in parallel for the sharp peaks
provides sufficient protection. This pro-
tective network is formed by Rs, Cj and
Di (see figure I). Thus the inductive peaks,
and to some extent also contact chatter,
are suppressed. The remaining chatter Is
suppressed by means of a monostable
multivibrator, which uses half of a 7400
IC. This one-shot responds to pulses with
a width of 50 ps or more. In addition, the
one-shot passes pulses wider than the
characteristic pulse time for their entire
length, so that spurious pulses have no
effect.

The timebase is provided by a simple, yet
relatively stable UIT-oscillator. Its pulse
width can be adjusted over a wide
range by means of potentiometers le, and
Rs the first is for coarse adjustment, -the
second for fine. In some cases the value of
R3 must be changed (larger or smaller) to
enable the required pulse width to be set.

In contrast to the usual circuits, the out-
put pulse is not used to drive a counter
gate. The signal to be counted is fed con-
tinuously to the counter input of the
digital counter used. This is possible
because the measuring time is so long that
the measuring error due to the latch- and
reset time is negligible.
The signal for the buffer memory used in .
the counter is derived from the discharge
pulse the UlT produces across 124. The
transistors T3 and T4 provide a level
suitable for TTL circuits.
The latch signal thus obtained is a

Positive pulse. The negative edge of this
pulse is used for triggering a one-shot, so
that a reset pulse can be produced after
the latch pulse. The decade counter, type
7430 (generally applied in digital
counters) must be reset with a positive
pulse. However, the one-shot produces a
negative pulse. Moreover, the delay

2-
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between latch and reset is too small to
ensure optimum functioning. Therefore,
the positive trailing edge of the negative
PnIse is used. After differentiation with
Cs and lit, a useful signal appears on the
reset output. Diode De suppresses the
differentiated pulse caused by the
negative flank.
So far the overall control cncuit. Its
layout is shown in figure 2.

, In principe any digital decade couMer
can be used, and one that is eminently
suitable is the mMitron couMer. This
decade counter consists of a display board
with several counter boards mounted
at right angles to it. For this application
the display board is shortened to about
5 cm, so that 0 can accomodate only two

trons. The complete minitron
counter with two decades is then a block
of no more than 5 x 6.5 cm. The
dimensions of the control circuit board
are reduced correspondingly.
The diagram of the minitron counter is

shown M figure 3. The 7490 is connected
as a normal divide -by -ten circuit. The
buffer inemory, on latch, is a 7475. This
IC contains four D-flipflops that store
the information from the 7490 or pass it
on continuously, as required. When
mounting the IC on the board, pin 8 must
be cut off; or,if IC sockets are used, pin 8
can be removed from the IC socket.
Via the 7475, the BCD information is fed
to the 7 -segment decoder 7447 which
drives the minitron directly. The board is
shown in figure 4. By means of soldered
connections the display and counter
maid boards am joined to form a kMd of
block. Figure 5 shows how and where
the soldered connections must be made.
The width of the control board matches
that of the counter boards so that that,
too, can be soldered to the display board.

Supply
The rev. counter operates on the usual
voltage for Tf1-ICs, that is 5 V.

Parts list

155000/,

'7:
B g =4]0 k. trim.

= 4]k, trim.
N g =10k

u 220 SZ
119 u100S2

:g :41T'
330

Capacitors:
CvW 0.1 p
C2 =0.894

Cg 1

Cg -150n

Semicondumors:
TI,T3,T4= TNN
T2 u 2N2646 11.1.1Ti

7400
01 15 V, 250mW

6000 r.p.m. 8000 kern.
6,ine [VP Pulses p r second

1 cyl. 2 -stroke 100 133
2 N. 20/010
3 cyt. 2 -stroke

200
300

267

4°.64. 4.sYoke
2 cyl. 4.stroke

50
00

67
133

4 cvi. 4 -stroke
8,4. 4 -stroke

200
300

267
400

8 err 4 -stroke 000 533

Figure 1. Circuit diagram ot the control circuit.

Figure 2. Prin. circuit beard and component
lay -out for the control circuit.

2
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Adjustment
There are several ways of adjusting the
rev. counter. The most accurate method
is by using the mains frequency or
crystal time base. Unfortunately, the
latter will not always be available.
Another possibility is to use a tone genet -
tor. Both mains frequency - and tone

generator adjustment are discussed below.

Adjustment with the tone generate
For this method of adjustment, a ton
generator with calibrated tuning scale fo
reasonable accuracy is a first requhement
Table I gives the frequencies correw
ponding to a certain type of engin
running at 6000 or 8000 r.p.m. Further
more, each frequency corresponding to
certain engine speed can be calculated

with the formula given above. So far so
good.
However, the circuit responds only to
square wave voltages, so the tone
generator will have to produce a square -

output, or the conventional sine -
wave must be converted into a square
WPM
Thu can be done with the simple circuit

1-11-1
-01
-151-11;;;,_,

Table t.

Engine type rpm indication
et SO pps

cid 2 -stroke
.1.2 -stroke

3.1.2 -stroke
I cy1.4-stroke

cyl. 4stroke
447rolte

CPI. Odlroke
8,1. 4 -stroke

2000
1500

2000

1000
dtp0

1500
000
750
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in figure 6. The output signal of this
circuit is about 10 V, which is sufficient
to operate the rev. counter.

Adjustment with mains frequency
Here again the auxiliary circuit of figure 6
is used, for the mains voltage is a sine
way, A simple bell transformer, or some-
thing similar, will provide the required
voltage of 6 V.
The square wave output from the circuit

applied to the input of the control
circuit.
Table 2 shows what the re, counter
should indicate when used with a given
type of engine, and operating on a 50 Hz
input signal. While the input signal is
applied, the 0000(00 (00 be accurately
adjusted by means of Re and Re. Adjust-
ment must be such that the reading
fluctuates as little as possible between
various values. As is usual for most digital
counters, the last digit can jump plus or
minus one.

Engines with several ignition coils
Some engines have *000 0050 one
ignition coil and contact breaker. In this
case the various channels from the
contact points should be coupled with
capacitors. Figure 7 shows how this is

best done. A little of experimenting may
sometimes be necessary to find the best
values for the capacitors.

N

Figure 3. Circuit diagram of the minitron
decade.

Fig., 4. Printed circuit board and component
/ay -out counter plus display. For this
gement. application the display board can be
short.. to about 5 cm.

Figura 5. The photograph shows clearly how
the soldered connections be.ein the two
.ards must b. in..

Figure 6. Auxiliary circuit for adjusting the rev.
counter by means of a tone generator or wi.
. mains ftepuenc,

Figure 7. If the engine has more than one
ignition coil, this auxiliary circuit can he u.
to obtain a correct speed indication.
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4311111 Literally thousands of circuits for transistor.
amplifiers have been developed, all of which
were later marketed under the banner of hifi.

alk The brands that meet the Ego.
W standards laid down in this issue

can, however, be counted on the
fingers of one - possibly two -
hands.

A feedback loudspeaker system ('electronic loudspeaker') places very strict
requirements on the associated amplifier. This consideration, among others,
led the editors to develop an equa.amplifier, with a circuit that could be
easily adapted to give any output power up to 100 Watts.

A high quality amplifier must meet several
requirements that are not laid down by
the DIN standard for so-called hifi-
amplifiers. With present techniques it is
not very difficult to build an amplifier
to satisfy these requirements.

Quality requirements
In the first place, the amplitude -frequency
response curve of an amplifier should be
flat over the entire audio -range, say from
30 to 20000 Hz. Outside this range the
curve must remain 'smooth', which is
actually the result of meeting a require-
ment placed upon the phase -frequency
response inside the range. (This latter
point is the vital one; but the amplitude
curve is easier to measure). A rolloff slope
of, say, 12 dB/octave below 30 Ha and
above 20 kHz will not M itself influence
the quality. (It will frequently prevent
subsonic or ultrasonic overdriving, and
produce an audible improvement.)
Secondly, the distortion must be so low
that it cannot be detected by ear.
The threshold for this is typically 0.5 to
IT A problem here is that our hearing
responds to the amplitude (i.e. peak level)
of a distortion component and not to its
RMS level. Therefore, the amplitude of
any distortion component must remain
below 0.5%. The usual distortion
measurement gives the HMS result of all
unwanted components; this does not
always give a memingfui, never Mind
accurate, impression. We will retum to
this point in a moment.
Finally, we must also set up a requirement
about reliability. This can be summed up
in general terms as follows: the amplifier
must be unconditionally stable, with any
load; it must also be protected internally
against overdriving, excessive loading and
voltage surges by inductive loads.

The output stage
In principle, output stages can be built
in many way. With two or more
transistors, super -emitter -follower, the
so-called Darlington pair, can be made.
In figure la this is shown for two NPN

,transistors; figure lb shows the perfectly

complementary arrangement using PNP
transistors.
Another possibility is to use complemen-
tary transistors in each half of the output
stage. This principle h shown in figure 2a
with an NPN power transistor, and in
figure 2b wit h a MVP power device. These
circuits can be seen as amplifiers with
fairly high open -loop gain, using 100%
negative feedback to achieve a voltage
gain of unity. This behaviour resembles
that of an emitter -follower; the perfor.
mance is however rather better,
particularly with small signals.
Avery popular output stage configuration
is the combination of figure la with
figure 2e to form the 'quasi -complemen-
tary' arrangement. This has the advantage
that the power transistors are identical
NPN types, which are usually easier and
cheaper to get hold of than their PNP
complements. It has the serious die -

advantage, however, that the twoou halves
are not really complementary - which
invariably causes Mcreased distortion.
The half stages of figures la and b - two
Darlington arrangements - can be com-
bined to provide a perfectly complemen.
tarp circuit. The combination of figures 2a
and 2b is, however, the preferred arrange-
ment. The individual circuits themselves
are better than Darlington, and the
complete output stages also complemen-
tarily symmetrical. This arrangement
therefore was chosen for the Equa-
amplifier.
The Law of Cussedness requires that
this circuit should also have objectionable
aspects. Well, is has. One practical objec-
tion is that the output is taken frameth
power-transistor collectors, which means
that the device cooling surfaces carry
audio voltage. To avoid stability problems
metransistor must be insulated by mica
washets, and the heatsink itself should be
connected to circuit earth.

Crossover distortion
The distortion ht a power amplifier is

usually determined by the output stage.
One well-known effect is (primary) cross.
over distortion. This occurs with class B

output stages in the neighbourhood of
uro-crossing of the signal waveform
Both halves of the stage are then operat-
ing in the non-linear area close to cut-off.
To avoid distortion it must be arranged
that the stage -gain (actuatly its trans -
conductance) does not vary with the
position on the signal waveform. Al
greater excursions one half of the out.
put stage is amplifying and the other is
cut off. The active half will show its
ultimate value oftransconductance (or
'slope') over most of its working range.
If the stage is sufficiently symmetrical,
the ultimate slope will be essentially the
same for both directions of swing. In the
'crossover' region near the zero -crossings
both stage halve will conduct. This can
lead to three situations (see figure 3), the
sum of the two slopes can be greater,
less than or equal to the ultimate slope of
one half stage during greater excursions.
Clearly, it is the third situation that
required for minimum distortion. This
condition is most closely approached by
arranging that both uctions amplify
with half their ultimate slope at the actual
point of zero crossing. This is achieved
by, among other things, setting the
correct value of standing Cquiescent')
current.

Secondary crossover
Less well-known h the so-called second-
ary crossover distortion. This is caused by
chargehtorage in the bases of, mainly,
the output transistors. The effect is that
the output sections `cut off too late' and
'turn on too late'. It produces short
distortion notches, shown for one half
stage in figure a (exaggerated for clarity).
This distortion ...ally ignored by the
'normal' distortion measurement!
The DIN standard specifies a measure.
meet of the RMS value of the total of
distortion products. Suppose now that
the amplitude of these notches is 5% (I)
of the signal amplitude. This is distinctly
audible. During each cycle there will be
only two notches, which are very short.
Suppose now that the total notchtime
is one fiftieth of a rycle.
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An ROBS measurement now gives the
ffective value as a proportion of the total
ffective value - less than 0.1%. Such an
mplifier therefore meets the hill-
tandards and may be sold as a hifi
instrument. But a highquality amplifier
it is not! In the Equa-amplifier certain
precautions are taken to keep this kind
of distortion as low as possible.
A first good step in this direction is to
introduce low -value resistors between base
and emitter of the output transistors.
This allows the charge to flow off more
quickly.
After this, compensation networks are
inmited in the emitter circuits of the
driver transistors. These networks are
designed to simulate the output tran-
sistor's base -emitter junction with its
shunt resistor.
One half of the output stage then has the
circuit shown in figure S. The choice of
diode and other components depends on
the properties of the associated power
transistor. The idea is to select the values
so that, provided an output transistor of
the specified type is used, the worstease
total amplitude of the distortion will be
lam than 0.1%. Using good instruments
it is possible to trim up an individual
amplifier to about 0.01%! Oct must,
however, have access tot good distortion -

Figural. The Darlington circuit for one half of
an output stogs. It can be built up using Mo
NPN lel or two PNP MI transistors.

Figure 2. An alternative circuit for output MN,
halves. One half is built up using a PNP
fottowea lay an NPN.Mos Tama.

Thrm possible crossover character-
istics. depending on how the output transistors
are biassed. The Output signal is always the sum

of the signals from Me two stage.haires.

3

ES°

output
posit,ae halewave

output
negative half "wave

gi;:e nap.wvva

Ot'Oput
negative half weave

total output
waveform

\/- \ /MP°,
negative hailevave

total output
waveform
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meter, a low -distortion oscillator and an
oscilloscope. We hope to publish designs
for such instruments shortly.

Protection circuits
Each half of the output stage is fitted
with a protection circuit. Figure 6 shows
the arrangement for the upper half. The
circuit has three functions. Overdriving
the input and/or excessively loading the
output will cause a large current to flow
through the output transistors. The
voltage drop across the emitter resistor
Rri appears between the points 8 and C.
If this voltage drop exceeds about I volt,
Ts will start to conduct. This short-
circuits the drive to the output stage
and limits the output current swing. The
maximum output current is about

Rrs for Rp!)''Per" foe
poutrrr

tor negative) swing. Taking R. - Ors =
I ohm makes this current about I A;
with the values R. = RI/ = 0.22 ohm
it approaches 5 A.
The third function is connected with the
experience that back e.m.f.s. produced by
inductances at the output can blow out
the driver transistors; the base -emitter
junction is exposed to an excessive reverse
bias and the resulting breakdown destroys
the transistor. In this amplifier, when the
base -emitter voltage of Ts goes !lege.,
Inc base -collector junction of Ts becomes
forward -biassed. This safely limits the
reverse bias on Ta.
For high -power versions it is advisable
to add I k series resistors in the bare
connections of Ts and Ts. These are
shown dashed in figure 8.
An extra protection by means of a fuse
in the snIMIY cell is nor just 'usury.

Strictly speaking it Ls unnecessary, but it
does provide a convenient measuring -
point for the standing current. The
milliammeter can be simply connected in
place of the fuse.

The complete amplifier
Figure 0 shows the complete circuit of
the amplifier. Several details meet the eye
that have not been discussed as yet. The
four capacitors Cr, Cs. Cs and Ca are
included to control and improve the
high -frequency performance of the circuit
(stability and impulse response in par.
ticular).
The feedback resistors Rs and R6
deference the amplification. This is set
by the specified values at about x20.
Reducing the value of Rs is allowed;
it will increase the grin (and therefore
the input sensitivity!) but will also
increase the distortion. For this reason a
minimum value of 100 ohm is specified
for Re. The distortion is then still accept-
able while the gain is in the order 01 100.
Transistor Tr controls the output stage
standing current; the required value is set
by adjusting Pa. Before stanching the
amplifier on for the first time, Pr should
be set at minimum. The amplifier can
then be switched on and the correct
quiescent current set in accordance to
table 2.
The circuit around Ta is unusual in this
application. It is shown separately in
figure 7a. Fundamentally it is a combi-
nation of a current -source and a gyrator,
providing a fairly high impedance for the
collector load of Tr. This enables Ts to
fully drive the output stage without
'running out of current'. The usual way

Figure 4. TM signal from om half of an output
stage. The secondary crossover distortion is
clearly visible m small notches superimposed
on the hall.sinewave. A 'normal. distortiors
measurement virtually ens.... ....T.

Figure 5. The same circuit as figure 2. but now
including the compensationwetworks. The cor.
tact component valtme daeand rerhartiarer
(misfire of the power transistors. This arrange-
ment is usd in the compamplifler.

Figure 6. The protection circuit. A network of
this kind is added each hell of the output
wage. protmk In. .mofier am.. over-
driving, excessive loading and inductim badt
voltages M the output.

Figure J. To aching  high collector feed -
impedance for the pre -driver transistor Ts the
MrThmation of gyrator and current....
Mown in figure ga rnay be used. The classic
solution is Imotstrepping' as shown in
figure Ws. We believe the first circuit is
preferable, but the circuit board can be used
wTh either.

Figure ft. TM complete amplifier. With the
specified power transistors maximum out.
Pet power rating is shout 100 wens into
4 oh.. The compensation network is dmigned
to match these trailf
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of providing this high impedance Is the
`bootstrap' circuit shown in figure 7b.
This latter circvit can be expected to
have a greater instability -risk; but practical
experience has yet to demonstrate any
difference. The circuit board is suitable
for either arrangement although, in our
opinion, figure Tau preferable.
Finally, the loudspeaker connection is

parallelled by atwork consisting of
R1. R., and C...ne This guarantees the
stability of the amplifier when it is

operated without a load.

The proof of the pudding ...
Several amplifiers were built according
to this recipe, using randomly -chosen
components. The worst -case measure-
ment results were as follows:
Amplitude -frequency response curve flat
within I dB from 20 Hz to 60 kHz.

Tale 1. TM req.me supple adalla eia
of Pp and lip, Mr various laudspeeker.
(nominal Inman.. end output Polar

Output Loudspeaker SUpipi, lip, lip
power impedance voltage lohml
Mon/ Intent (volt)

10 4....16 42 0.47
20  .... 16 60 0.33

70 4.... 5 60 0.16
1100 4 60 0.151

TAP a. A number of passible compass.
netwodis, sill* Mr power transistors M1131
2966/16111313066.

1:1313e 1.125,126 Ce,Cu =. Remarks

current

1.14002 OS/ 27 n 25 mA
sui
recomm.

BA .8 2251 12n 25 en.% table
ST 137 1052 x 40 mA pomible

Tale 3.

Tat points (39. 61

60 40 20
1141 100 11 0211 68 01

29 19 9.5
29 20 10.5

Itab - 0.71
30 21 11.5

6 28 19 9.5
1.25 1.5 1.85

pub - 9.651
0.65 0.65 0.65

Peak distortion level below 0.07%
0.03%).
Stability maintained for:
resistive load (all values from dead short
to open circuit),
mpacitative load from 10 pF to 1000 pF,
inductive load from 10 MI to 200 mH,
any combination of values.

9

Output power

The maximum output can be selected
with the aid of table I. As will be
apparent, the absolute maxium is

100 watts (sine wave) into 4 ohms.m For all
normal listening in the sitting room bow;
ever, the 20 wall version is emphatically

0

Yoh1(Y)1 [(PI T
#0-

All voltages 4106
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Figure 9. The primed town boand for the
amplifier.

Figure 10. TM conmomnt layout Mr tM
amplifier, when Me arrangement of figure 7a is
u..

' Figure 11. The .mponem layout using the
circuit in figure

recommended. It has been extensively
tested with electrostatic loudspeakers and
as the driver for the 'electronic' (feed-
back) loudspeaker, easily producing more
than enough sound level.
The various voltages, currents, loud
speaker impedances etc. can be found
from the output power nomogram, else

--, *
,

'CM

where in this issue. As will be obvious,
the input sensitivity is equal to the output
voltage Veff divided by the amplification.
For the 20 watt/8 S2 version for instance,
Veff is found to be 12.5 volts. The input
sensitivity is there.. =20
625 mV.

Zbixsors:

52 e 68k
84 = 56 k
159 = 470 12

g - 33 k
- I k

RgO . 18 k
RI - aeon

q',
100k.

2.813814R15 -.0 a
81681]
(see text and table 11

R1,15 -4712
- 3k3

RIS 100k
Rs,
822 Ske
823 - 1.
Flqr, e 6.
Itlq5,5qg

- 20 klm.
Ra - 4k7 lin. grim./

see text a. table 2

Capacitors:
C, 4.7...6.Bµ

140- 70 VI

12.5 ... 70 V1
475140...701/1

C4 1WY

Cg
47
10 n
Op

g, 12 n.
flg00 470 2200

WO. .. BO VI
Cm 100n
C,q -2.... 260 µ

12.6... le V1
Cm le p MO... 80 V/

Semiconductors:
TI,Te,T9 e BC 17.
Tzig,Tg =5C 107
Tv

- BO 139
Tg Mal. 3055

= M115/ 2955
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output power
nomogram

This nomogram has been prepared by the
editors in response to regular requests
from readers. When the required output
power and the loudspeaker impedance are
known, the nomogram can be used to find
the associated voltage and current. It can
actually be used as soon as any hen of the
variables are known-to find the remain-
ing set.
Ptetheuuntinuous (sine wave) Power
RI, is the impedance of the loudspeaker
Verr is the effective (RMS) output voltage

is the peak value of the output voltage
sMng
left and I are the effective and peak
values of the current swing
The power supply must deliver at least
20' + 4 volts (measured to the lowest
edge of any ripple waveform). For a stereo
amplifier, it must be rated for at least left.
"Music power"-depending on the power
supply .d the output stage heat sink-can
be anything from I to 20 F !

Example (sae dashed line):
For 20 watts into 8 ohms we find

= 18 volts and left = 1.6 amps. So the
power supply must be rated to deliver
2 x 18 + 4 = 40 volts at 1.6 amps. N
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divide
by 1 to 10

Using the CD40I7AE (COS/MOS inte-
grated circuit RCA) it is possible to make
a universal frequency -divider that will
divide by any number from one to ten.
If a square wave is presented to the 'clock'
input while the `reset' input is connected
to circuit 'ground', a square wave output
at one tenth of the clock frequency will
appear at pin 12 (the `carry out'). Each
positive -going edge of the clock signal will
cause the outputs 0 to 9 in turn to assume
the value 'I' for e single clock period.

going edge of the clock signal has caused
output 0 (pin 3) to become 'I' - all the
other outputs are then '0' - the next
positive -going edge will cause output 1

(pin 2) to become and output 0 to
return to 'W. Since the outputs 0 to 9 act
as a kind of shift register the circuit can
easily be made to divide by any whole
number from 2 to 9. All that is necessary
is to interconnect the output having the
desired number with the reset input
(pin 15). If the reset is obtained from
output 7 (pin 6) for example, the IC will
always count up to 7. Any of the earlier
intermediate outputs (in this example 1 to
6) can be used as the output of En this
case) the divide -by -seven. Note that the
value of load resistance applied to any
output must not be less than 47 IcS2.
If any output is required to drive TTL
the simple buffer stage shown connected
to output 4 can be used.

ca
electronic

The starting point for design of
this electronic candle was a desire
to reduce the fire risk associated

ith the Christmas season, at the same time pro-
viding a candle which would not burn up so quick-
ly. Naturally, the electronic candle can be lit with a
match (but a pocket torch will do the job tool); it
can be blown out or 'nipped out' with the fingers.

The circuit is very simple. In the condition
candle out. no current flows in Tr and
Ty is saturated. A certain pre -heat current
is passed through the NTC-resistor (Ry)
via Pi. This trimmer has to be adjusted so
hat the candle m just not 'self -igniting'.

Strong illumination of the LDR (12, ) will
cause Ti to conduct. The circuit is at -
ranged so that even bright room lighting
will not cause firings to happen -a hum,ng
match held close to the LDR will however
do the trick nicely.

When Ti starts to conduct, the current
through To is reduced until ultimately
this transistor cuts off. Ty will meantime
start to conduct, lighting the candle flame.
As Ts approaches saturation an extra
heating current flows via DE into the
NTC, causing this to drop in resistance
value. If the match m held long enough in
position - it should almost burn down to
the fingers - the circuit will hold in the
'candle Iit' condition.

The candle can be blown out if one blows
long and hard enough on the NTC. The
ultra -slow triggering action of starting up
is now reversed and the lamp -current falls
away to zero - the flame goes out. It is
also possible to 'nip out' the candle by
cooling the NTC between two fingers. The
prototype candle used aniature NTC
having a resistance at roommi temperature
of about 150 ohm.

igure 1. Circuit diagram for the 'electronic
.ndle'. Pt is adjusted so that the lamp just doss
not light up spontaneously. The candle is lit.
by holding a match (or a torch) close to the
LI311. and 'put out' by blowing on the lJTC.

Figure 2. A sketch of one possible construction
method. The undle is made from a pierce of
PVC alectric-wng conduit.

If desired, one can replace the zener-
diode Do by 5 series -connected DUS uni-
versal diodes.
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The 'brain' in the digital clock described in
this article is the clock -IC MM5314, which
needs aril a tfiemweeoxftedm.va Lcrdratnedentsbv. The

lock se -segment GaAs displays,
which are now offered at
quite agreeable prices.

Another attractive feature is that if no seconds reading is included in the
design, a considerable saving can be made, whilst seconds indication can
always be added at a later stage.

The clock -IC
The clock integrated circuit type MM5314
is designed to indicate the time in hours,
minutes and seconds with the aid of
seven -segment displays. In contrast to the
MM5313 it has no BCD output. Conse-
quently, it is smaller (OIL 24 pins), has

simpler construction, and, what is
perhaps even more imports., is a lot
cheaper. However, as appears from the
circuit diagram of the MM5310 (figure I),
all the components needed for building
a clock are available.
The IC receives its clock pulse from the
main, and can be used for 50 Hz or 60 Hz
drive.s The supply voltage may vary from
8 V to IT V and need not be stabilized.
If not connected, all drive inputs are at
;I' level because resistors are incorporated
which connect them to the plus pole of
the supply voltage.
As regards the clock design, the IC offers
the choice of various possibilities that
depend only on a certain logic state of
H. drive input concerned.
It M possible, for instance, to choose be-
tween a 24 -hour and a I2 -hour cycle.
With the I2 -hour cycle the leading zero
indication is automatically suppressed,
which saves a lot of power. If in addition
no seconds reading is required, two seven -
segment displays and two transistors can
be omitted, which gives a considerable
saving. By means of the input 'strobe',
readout can be suppressed, and there
are, of coume, control inputs for re -

coding or advancing the clock. The clock
can also be stopped for correct time set-
ting. The table gives all possible settings
of the control inputs. Figure 2a shows a
top view of the pins of the MM5314
integrated circuit.

Operation
In the overall circuit of the IC two main
sections can be distinguished:
a. the counter with corresponding

circuits
b. the circuits for decoding and driving

the displays (surrounded by the dashed
L line in figure I ).

Pulses to drive the counter are obtained
from half cycles of the mains supply. The
pulse shaper at the input of the counter
changes the sine -waves into square waves
by means of s Schmitt trigger. This trigger
has a hysteresis of about 5 V. Depending
on the logic state at pin (lot the IC, the
pulse signal is divided by 50 or 60, so
that a signal of I Hz becomes available
for the next divider. In the next three
stages of the counter the pulse signal is
divided into minutes and 12 or 24 hours,
depending on the cycle chosen, and
determined by the logic state of Pin to.
Via the gates of the individual stages of
the counter the clock can be set correctly.
If pin 10 of the IC is at V', the clock
will rim at the rate of 1 minute per
second. If pin 15 is at 11', the hours will
run at the rate of I hour per second.
When pin 13 is at '0', the clock is stopped.
If a 12 -hour cycle is chosen, the leading
zero is suppressed by a special circuit
in the IC.
Counter read-out and display drive are
achieved with a multiplex technique. The
multiplexer senses the various counter
positions successively in the rhythm of a
multiplex frequency, and passes the value
found to a decoder, and from there to an
output memory IROM-Read Only Mem-
ory). The multiplex frequency can be
varied by means of a simple RC network
connected to pin 23.
The multiplex oscillator is followed by a
divider that, depending on the logic
state of pin 24, produces four- or six -digit
drive pulses (with or without seconds,
respectively). Using the multiplex tech-
nique implies that the displays are not
driven in parallel, but in series. Parallel
drive means that all counter positions can
be read Oct simultaneously. To that end
the counter reading of each decade is, at

certain moment, fed to a memory
incorresponding to each decade. The

formation thus stored drives the dis-
plays of the counter read.gs via
decoder. This happens simultaneously for
all decades; hence the term parallel drive.
Multiplex technique, however, means that
all counter readings are scanned quickly
in successive order and are fed in the

same order to an output memory (ROM),
which for this IC is programmed for seven -
segment displays. At the same time that
the counters are read, each corresponding
display receives the supply voltage via the
drive logic of the block marked 'Digit
Enable'. This means that, with this clock,
the counters can be read I out of 4 if a
four -digit display is used, or 1 out of 6
fora six -digit display; the logic state of
pin 24 determines the display mode.
If, for instance, the one -second counter
is read, the one -second display re
supply voltage Oa` Digit Enable', and the
reading of this decade becomes visible.
Corresponding segments of each display
are intercomected,but only the particular
segments of a display that receive
voltage will light up. In spite of the fact
that series drive is used, visual read-out
remains constant, provided the multiplex
frequency is higher than about 10011z.
In the MM53I 0 the multiplex frequency
cm be chosen up to 60 kHz. If the read-
out is suppressed via pin I ('strobe) of
the IC, the clock will continue to run
normally. Thanks to this feature it is

quite easy to build en emergency supply.

The circuit
The complete circuit in figure 3 shows
that apart from the MM5314 only few
components are needed to build a com-
plete clock. Perhaps somewhat unusually,
the circuit description starts with the
Supply, because it is from there that the
counter pulses are derived. Since the
supply voltage for the IC need not be
stabilized, the source has been kept as ,;

simple as possible. The d.c. supply voltage
may be anything between 8 V and 17 V.
The half cycles of the 50 Hz mains are fed
to the pulse input via a decoupting net-
work R. /Cs . This input is protected
against overloading by means of diode
13;

The RC network (Ras /C, ), connected to
pin 23 of the IC, determines the multi-
plex frequency which, for the given
values, is about 10 kHz. Because the
integrated circuit cannot provide suffi-
cient current to drive the seven -segment
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Figure 1. Blot. diagram of the MM5319 inte.
prated circuit. From this it is clear that the
entire clock, axe,pt the supply and drive for
the disobeys, is incorporated in this IC.

Figura Pa. The pins of the IC seen from the top.

Figura Ob. Pin details of the Opcos red GaP
.0n -segment ,0,0my 080 SLA 1. With most
other types of seven.senment displaW .P.00
anodes are also °enflamed to pins 3 and 9;
hence, an extra connection is needed between

, these pins and pin 14.

function state pin

ro

BY

1'

n:1

15
11

11

10
10

24
29,

I An unconnected in is at state be.
cause within the IC these inputs am connected
to the Mus of the sun. von.)). memoll.

display simple buffer stages are required.
These use normal TUN's and are
connected between pins 3 to 9 and the
display segments. The collector resistors
provide current limiting for the segments,
so their values determine the luminous
intensity of the displays. The minimum
permissible value for these resistors is
330 sz (-,vb = 17 V); in practice 470
gave satisfactory results for all supply
voltages. A lower value produced no
noticeable increase in luminous intensity,
so that in fact only the life of the display
Is then unnecessarily shortened.

Buffer transistors, acting as switches, are
also connected between the 'Digit
Enable' outputs and the anodes
the displays. These switches connect th
second., minute. and hour displays to the

1

BO Hz in

'gaper

warm
mmat

77

12/24h seiect

le

multiplexer second minutes, hours

:lotion
;
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supply voltage at the correct moment.
The switching transistors used here are
NPs.
The cncuit is mounted on two printed
circuit boards: one for the displays, and
one for the actual clock circuit with mains
supply.

Printed circuit boards
Figure 4 shows the printed circuit board,
and figure 5 the component layout for
the mains -fed clock circuit. The boards
are quite small, so that the whole unit can
be housed in a small attractive cabinet. So
much space has been reserved on the board
for the supply transformer and electrolytic
capacitor Co that, if necessary, Tani), large
types can be used. All terminals and con-
trols ( 50/60 Hz selection, strobe, etc.) are
placed in a row on one side of the board,
directly opposite the terminals they are
connected to on the display board, which
is shown in figure 6. This display board
holds the displays and small push buttons
for 'stop', 'slow' and 'fast'.

Displays
The display board (figure 6) is mounted

3
Peru list

Resistors:
Ro 10 k
Rm. 100k

R16  R21 -
irigg lagg  100 k

Capacitors: Various: Semiconductors:
Os - SnS Tr- mains veto, a... 127/250mA IC - MM6214

= 2200p/25 V Sr ... Sg - miniature push.hurion, ... -TUN
Ca= 10 n SPST Tg T10TUP
Ce = 22n IC.sockm 124 pin DILI OUS

n B = bridge rectifier
B200600, BY 184 He.

Displays = °MIN SLA I, Moment°
MAN 1, MAN land
MAN 10. Team T 6202.
Rowlett Packard SOU and
7720, Livonia Dais Lit
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Figure 3. Me total circuit maple. with mains
supply. If indeed of TUNs, quality transistors
are used for Ts (e.g. 1391071, the resistors
R3-.1,1 can M omitted

Figure 0. TM printed circuit board of the clock
circuit with mains supply. The pins are position-
ed so that only very short connections are need.
ed hewn clock and display can boards.

Figure 5. Corrmonent lay -out for the clock dr.
mit. There is sufficimt space Mr almost any
type of transformer. Evan a 99V electrolytic
cimmtor meld be accommodated on the circuit
board.

behind the front plate of the cabinet. In-
stead of the seven -segment LED displays
used here (the Opcoa SLAT), types MANI,
MAN? and MANIO of Monsanto, T6302
of Texas, 5082 and 7730 of Hewlett
Packard or Data Lit of Litronix can be
used. Some of these even have two LEDs
per segment, which gives a greater intensity
at a slightly lower current consumption.
Unfortunately, there are many displays
where not all anodes are connected to pin
14, but have separate anodes connected to
pins 3 and 9. The pins 3 and 9 (at the bot-
tom of the displays concerned) must then
be bent completely inward and connected
to pin 14.

With or without seconds
If the 'seconds' indication is not used the
expense of two displays, two sockets and
two transistors can be saved. In this case
there is no connection between pin 24 and
earth. Since the board is designed for six
displays, two mom can always be added at
a later time without much trouble.

Connection between the boards
In total (including the seconds) there are

13 control connections between the clock
and the display circuit boards. The six pins
of Digit Enable (ht, he, mt, me, st. 50 are
connected to the corresponding terminals
on the display board. Furthermore, the
terminals a to g of the clock circuit are
connected to the same terminals on the
display board.Three other connections run
to the three small push -buttons for setting
the clock. One side of each button is con-
nected to the supply common.
By means of time signals on the radio, TV,
or telephone service, the clock can be start-
ed properly and quite accurately. With the
buttons "fast" and "slow" the clock is
pre-set before the time signal cornea, and
the button "stop" is released the moment
the signal sounds. The front of the cabinet
must have openings for the four or six dis-
plays which can be mounted behind pe,
spex, for instance.

Further developments
In Elektor laboratories the following ad
ditional units have been developed for the
clock:
- crystal -controlled time base with only

one IC; current consumption complet
with oscillator: about 90 pA.
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- emergency supply in case the mains
supply fails.

These extensions will be discussed in a
following issue. The points marked SB,
SIC and X in figure 3 and in the component
lay -out are for use with these units.

Figure 6. The display circuit oard. The small
!softens for setting the clock are at the from.

FtlIre complete digital clock! The phot
raph shows the simplicity of design and the

limited number of components needed.
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data The distortion in factory.
produced or home-made mun-

e designers sometimes give specifications,
fiers is frequently unknown;

but these are not always reliable. Since
distortion meters are usually expensive,

Elektor Laboratories have developed a simple, inexpensive, but effective
instrument.

Low frequency pre- and power -amplifiers
always produce some distortion. The
various kinds are distinguished as follows,
Linear distortion - the departure from a
flat amplitude -frequency response curve.
An amplifier which is flat within I dB
from 20-20000 Hz has less linear distor-
tion than another which only does this
within the band from 100-8000 Hz.
Intermodulation distortion - when two
or more frequencies are fed simul-
taneously into the amplifier and it pro.
duces 1sum and difference' components.
Harmonic distortion. This is real 'visible'
distortion; if the input was a sinewave the
output signal is definitely 'something
else'. The output signal can then be
shown to consist of the original sinewave
(possible amplified), plus several overtone,
or harmonics. The ratio of the unwanted
components to the total output signal

gives the distortion percentage. This
measurement can be made with the
distortion meter described below.

Design considerations
A distortion percentage of 0.01% means
that the fundamental in the output signal
is virtually Mn thousand times greater
than the distortion. Therefore, if the dis-
tortion is to be measured the fundamen.
tal will have to be attenuated more than
10000 times. This is 80 dB! At the same
time, the first overtone (second har-
monic) must remain unaffected. This
requires an exceedingly sharp filter.
For normal low frequency work it must
be possible to measure distortion M the
frequency range 100 Hz to 10 kHz. The
filter will therefore have to be tunable
through this band.
Transistorised power amplifiers frequent-
ly produce spikes in the waveform at the
zerosctunings as well as the normal die.
tortion components. These spikes can be
as short as lops or even less, implying
the presence of frequencies in excess of
100 kHz.
After the fundamental has been suppres-
sed the distortion product then appears as
in figure I. The spikes in this trace have
an amplitude I% of the total output! To

enable these spikes to be measured the
distortion meter will have to pass the high
frequencies involved unattenuated. A
passband to 500 kHz is therefore by no
means an unnecessary refinement.
For a distortion measurement according
to DIN standards, the RMS value of the
unwanted products - corresponding to
their average power -contribution -is what
must be determined. This requires an in-
tegrating meter. However, since the
human ear responds to the amplitude

of a signal, a
peak -level detector is what is really
needed. This will often show a completely
different (much 'worse') result!
An example of this is given in figure 2.
Figure 2a is a trace of the distortion pro-
duct from a reasonably good power
amplifier. The RMS and the peak
measurements give the same result -

0.18% distortion.
Figure 2b shows the distortion product
from a similar amplifier. Along with
1ordbuiry. distortion however, this one
also produces sharp spikes. The two
measurement procedures now lead to
totally different results, the RMS meter
indicates a distortion increase to 0.21%
(0.03% more than before). The peak
meter on the other hand now indicates
0.95% distortion - an increase of about
0.75%! The latter value is a more accurate
indication of the subjective increase of
the distortion. Clearly, a universal instru-
ment will have to be able to carry out
both procedures.
Finally, the measurement must be
unaffected by hum and noise (which can
be identified on the `scope', but may
cause a misleading reading on the pointer
instrument). The design will therefore
include hum and noise filters which can
be switched out of circuit.

The filter
The design chosen for the rejection -
filter is an unusual one. When two signals
having the same frequency, amplitude
and phase are presented to the inputs of
a good differential amplifier, the output
signal M zero. The signals are blocked.

The block diagram of a rejection filter
can therefore be as shown in figure 3.
The input signal is tint passed to a phase
splitter (parapham amplifier, with equal-
andmpponte outputs). One of them
output signals, the one which is 180° out
of phase with the input signal, is applied
directly to one input of the differential
amplifier. The other output of the phase
splitter is M phase with the input signal; it
is passed to a phase shifter. This section
imposes a phase rotation which, depen-
ding on the frequency, lies somewhere
between 0° and 360°. For one single
frequency (fo) this shift will be precisely
180°. The output of the phase shifter is
now applied to the other input of the
differential amplifier. For an incoming
signal of frequency precisely fo which
will therefore be rotated exactly 180°,
the output of the differential amplifier
will disappear - the signal will be rejected.
For every other frequency the output
signal will be unequal to zero.
The final step is to provide the required
sharpness of the characteristic by means
of overall negative feedback.
The great advantage of thM arrangement
A that it does not require trimming,
while at the same time it can be tuned
over the entire working range using one
stereo -potentiometer. The accuracy of
tracking of the two halves of this poten-
tiometer is completely unimportant.

Circuit of the filter
The filter circuit is given iv figure 4. The
transistors Tr and Ta form the phase
splitter. The in -phase output signal is
developed across Rs. so that the circuit
has heavy internal negative voltage feed-
back like that of an emitter follower (but
much heater in this case). The anti-ohsse
output signal appears over RO. This circuit
is far better -behaved than any single -
transistor arrangement and M used at all
important points in this design.
The phase shifter is built up around Ts to
Ts. It is actually a cascade of two simple
phase shifters, each of which imposes a
rotation between 0° and 180°. The
frequency for which the total rotation
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Figure 1. Distortion products
from a transistorised power ampli-
fier, viewed after the fundamental
has been suppressed.
The tu.emental frequency was
in this case 1 kHz, the calibration
0.5% per division. The amplitude
of the spikes is therefore 1% of
that of the fundamental.

Figure 0. Contribution of the
Vibes to the distortiorcpercentage
according to the DIN Standard.
Both measurements were done

T. X -input is connected to the
output of the sinew... generator
(frequency 1 kHz); the Y.input is
connected to the output of the
distortion measuring circuit. The
vertical wnsitivity of the owl,
Iowa, is set to correspo. with
OD% distortion per division.

Figure 0a shows a trace without
spikes; Me distortion aceonfing
the DIN standard is 0.111%.

Figure 2b shows a trace that does
include spikes: the DINmeasure.
mem yields a distortion percent-
s.
Figure 3. Block diagram of the
fundamental suppressing fiBer
used in Ow distortion rawer.

Figure 4. The circuit diagram of
the filter. Ps and St enable cal,
bration of the sensitivity (total
signal must read 100%). P2 a. P3
Provide coarse a. fine adjust.
ment respeDively of the rejection.
f.guenn, P4 end FS phavide
coarse a. fine adjustments of

2b
es. must have a high thermal
stability.

Figure 5. Circuit of the hum and
noise filters and of the x10/x100

differential
amplifier

mgative feedbea

amounts to exactly 1801, is to. This
frequency is adjusted by means of P54
and Pup. A fine adjustment is provided
by Pa. The capacitors C2 and Ca should
have low thermal coefficients.
The switcheS Sm and S,b enable the on -

unit to be calibrated, hi combination with
P. When these switches are open the
phase shift a 0° for all frequencies; the
filter action is defeated and the input sen-
sitivity can therefore be set correctly.
Ts to T. form the differential amplifier.
The impedances in the circuit have been
kept low so that it will also behave well at
high frequencies. The inverted (180°)
signal from the phase splitter reaches the
plus -input via R. and Ps. The output of
the phase shifter is taken from Pa and
applied to the minus -input, mast two
signals must have precisely equal ampli-
tudes at loin order to cancel. This can be
coarsely and finely adjusted using Pa and
Ps.
The potentiometer Ps 4 a preset control
for adjusting the DC balance of the dif-
ferential amplifier, since this depends on
the properties of the individual trans. -
tors. Set the DC levels at points A and B
to be equal (about 4 volts). This a the
only trimming point in the whole filter.
Overall negative feedback a applied via
Out. One and R2.

Hum and noise filters
The circuit of these filters is shown in
figure 5. They are active filters, contain-
ing RC networks in their input, output
and feedback paths. The turnover is fairly
sharp and the rollof slope is more than
12 dB/octave.
The hum filter is built around Trs and
can be switched into circuit with S2
The cut off starts near 250 Hz, the
response being mom than 20 dB down
51 50 Hz.
The noise filter (T,$) is switched m by
Sn or Sa and cuts off at 20 or 200 kHz
respectively. Bear in mind that this filter
will also suppress any spikes more or lus
completely. Figure 5 also includes a

voltage amplifier (ICO. This will boost
the output signal by 10 or 100, so that a
multhmeter can directly indicate distor-
tion at 10% or even 1% fsd. A disadvan-
tage hem is that the response of the IC
- at a gain of 100 - already starts to roll
off at about 20 kHz, so that the output
contribution from the waveform spikes
is lost.

How to use the meter
Measurements am taken with the equip-
ment arranged as shown M figure 6. The
sinewave generator must have very low
distortion. We hope to publish a good
cheap design shortly.
The measurement procedure is as follows:
Set Si to 'calibrate'. Switch all filters
and the x10/x100 amplifier out of circuit.
Adjust Pi until the meter reading is I V;
thesis equivalent to a distortion 01 100%,
Set Si to `measure'. Adjust P2 and Pa
alternately to obtain a minimum reading.
Ss can be set to 1110' or 'x100' as may
be required for a useful deflection. When
the adjustment of 112 and Pabecomes too
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6
distortio.n

fp4

Figure 6. Block diagram of the set-up for
distortion measurement. The distortion.measo-
ring circuit is described in this article. It is
inmntletl to publish designs for both the sine-
w. generator andh AC (milli, voltmeter in

the near future.

Figure J. Printed circuit board and cOMponent
layout for the distortion measuring circuit.
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critimt, continue fine adjustments with
Ps and Ps. As soon as the minimum out-
put has been found the distortion can be
read directly. Just how this is done will
depend on the indicating instrument used.
If this instrument is a typical
the normal harmonic distortion can be
read with reasonable accuracy. The 'xI00'
position of Ss then corresponds to an fsd
of 1% distortion. The contribution of
waveform spikes will be lost, while there
is no guarantee of the accuracy of the
meter at higher frequencies.
A more accurate result can be obtained if
a good AC millivoltmeter is available. Set
Ss in this case to `xl', otherwise the
integrated amplifier with its early rolloff
will be in circuit.
Both of these methods have the objection
that the indicating instrument integrates,
an that its reading corresponds to the
RMS value of the distortion.
The amplitude of the distortion products
can be measured using an oscilloscope
Connect this as shown in figure 6. The
original signal from the sinewave genera-
tor is applied to the X -input and the
output from the distortMn ring
circuit (at "x1' gain!) is applied toto the
Y -input. The trace will now be of the
kind shown in figure 2.
Set the 100% level, during calibration, to
indicate 3 volts peak -to -peak. 3 mV in the
team now corresponds to 0.1% distortion -
amplitude.
It may be possible to improve the reada-
bility of the trace by using the hum or
noise reduction filters. Remember, how-
ever, that the noise filters will also
suppress any spikes.
Finally, a very good indicating instrument
ri an AC millivoltmeter that can be
switched to operate as an RMS Ca as a
peak detector. Beware of instruments
that use a peak detector but have a scale
calibration reading 0.707x the peak
value - they only read the RMS level of a
pure sinewave. The meters required here
use some kind of square -law detector
RMS value of the distortion.
level). With such an instrument distortion
can be read either according to the DIN
standard or as a 'genuine' distortion -
percentage.

N

quadro

 The phenomenon of 'quadro-
phony'. has already been the

subject of many publications, but the confusion only seems to increase with
every new attempt to clarify the issue. This article may bring a little light
into the darkness, by describing and comparing the most important systems
that have been proposed so far.

In order to simplify the comparison of
the various systems, we shall proceed
from a block diagram of the total sound
signal path (figure I).
In this diagram, A represents the record-
ing location (studio, concert hall, etc.) in
which a number of microphones are
placed. The type and number of micro-
phones used and their position are, of
course, significant for the maximum
quality of transmission that is attainable.
Many fundamental investigations dealing
with these aspects are going on at the
present time, but they will not be dealt
with in this article.
Block B represents the total chain of
electronic devices that perform the
coding, transmission (via gramophone
record, tape or radio) and decoding. One
of the possible quadrophonic systems is
introduced into this chain.
Block C forms the end of the chain as the
living MOM in which the loudspeakers are
usually placed in the four comers. The
various systems in block B can now be
compared to each other by relating the
sound impression reproduced in space C
to the original sound impression that
was derived (by the recording technican)
from the sound event.
First of all, the basic methods of opera-
tion of the various systems will be briefly
discussed.

Types of system
In general, we can draw a distinction
between three different types of system:

ouFr channel stereo, an accurate but some.
what clumsy phrase, is variously remove
AvedrOIMOne. quadraphony, quadrosonics,
quadrasonms, puadrisonics, tetraphony, sur-
round sound,. 01. In this article Auadrophonl,
is used for the sole reamn that it can be
abbreviated to 'Quadro., which dose with 'MOM.'

After all, 'that which we call quadri) by any
other name would sound the same'

quasi-quadrophony (or pseudomuadro-
phony, similar to pseudo-stereophony),
'discrete' quadrophony with four in-
dependent transmission channels and,
finally, ouadrophony according to matrix
systems.
Quasimuadrophony is based on the em
parlance that a 'spatial impression'
enhances the reproduction - regardless of
whether or not the reproduced sound
actually corresponds to the original as far
as the positioning of the various instru-
ments or groups is concerned. Such
systems can, for example, reproduce
reverberation (or the difference signal
from two stereo channels, which usually
contains a lot of reverberation) via the
two rear loudspeakers. This is sometimes
retorted to as a '2-24' system, in other
words a system that uses 2 original
and channels, 2 transmission channels
and 4 reproduction channels. It goes
under various banners, such as 'Stereo-
4', 'Quadromound. etc. However; it ri
not quadrophony in the true sense and
will therefore not be discussed any further
in this article.
A discrete quadrophonic system contains
four different channels that remain
separated within section B of figure I
- from the microphone to the loud-
speaker (a '4-4-4' system). An example of
this is the CD -4 gramophone record -CD
stands for Compatible Discreteness. An
experhnental radio transmission that used
two stereo FM transmitters for one pro-
gram could also be included in this group.
Finally, matrix systems are based on the
mixing of the original information
channels. What were previously four
channels of the total quadrophonic re-
cording are now combined into two new,
specially -coded channels. They can then
be conducted over normal stereo systems,
divided again into four channels at the
destination and reproduced by the four
loudspeakers in the listening room. These
systems are classed as '4-2-4'.
Since only two equations cannot be
solved if they contain four unknows, the
four resulting channels will in the Oa
analysis never be identical with the
original four: they must always contain
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crosstalk components. According to the
choice of the mixing relationship, how-
ever, the spatial sound impression during
reproduction can correspond more or less
satisfactorily to the original.

CD -4
This system, advocated by Nivico and
RCA, is a diurete system.
On a gramophone record, the left 'stereo'
channel now contains the sum signal
of 'left front plus left rear', and, in
addition, a frequency modulated 30 kHz
carrier with the difference signal 'left
front

with
left rear'. The right 'stereo'

channel carries the two signals 'right
front plus right rear' and 'right front
minus right rear' in the same way. For
reproduction, the four original channels
can (in principle) be regained by simple
addition and subtraction of the respective
sum and difference channels.
The modulation of the left channel is
shown schematically in figure 2. The sum
signal with a bandwidth of 15 kHz is cut
in the usual way. The difference signal is
frequency modulated on a 30 kHz carrier.
This modulation is asymmetrical
(-10 kHz, +15 kHz), which easily fives
rise to amplitude modulation and distom
tion.
The practical results with this system are
discussed in the comparative section.

SQ and QS
SQ (by CBS and Sony) as well as QS (by
Sansei) are matrix systems - the abbre-
viations stand for 'Stereophonic Quadro-
phonic' and 'Quadrophonic Stereo',
respectively. Here the four original
channels a mixed into two for trans -

and are divided again into four
before reproduction.- -

In the case of SQ the mixing relationship
(in amplitude and phase) M set up for
optimal channel separation between left
and right front, respectively, and between
left mar and right rear. The front channels

are cut in the same way as normal stereo
channels. CBS chose this system because
it was expected to produce optimal
effects in the case of possible traditional
stereo reproduction. From the compa-
rative section, it can be seen to what
degree this was achieved. The unavoid-
able crosstalk takes place between 'front'
and `rear', audibly along both diagonals.
In the case of QS, on the other hand, a
mixing relationship that should make
acceptable quadrophonic reproduction
possible was chosen. A point -like sound
source in the recording area is reproduced
with an amplitude characteristic that is
very close to cardioid. The sketch in
figure 3 shows this characteristic for
BMX, which will be discussed in the next
section. For both QS and BMX this
characteristic is always oriented towards
the position of the original sound source.
The Japanese 'regular matrix' standard
(RM) is based on the QS system.

UMX
UMX is a 'universal matrix system' derived
by Professor Cooper (USA) in collabo-
ration with Dr. T. Shiga (Japan).
The practical development followed in
cooperation with Nippon Columbia (trade
name: Demon). This firm M a member of
the Hitachi group.
The point of departure was a thorough
scientific investigation of the character-
istics of matrix systems. From this the
optimal two -channel matrix was derived:
BMX. By the addition of a further,
channel, the three -channel TMX was
produced, while QMX works with an
extra fourth channel. Of relevance here
is the fact that the position of the phan-
tom sound source during reproduction is
not altered during transference from two,
via three to four channel transmission.
The localization does become more pre -

with BMX, a solo instrument sounds
somewhat 'mushy' (spread over a distance
of about 0.5 meters), but with the higher
order systems TMX and QMX the sound

seems to come from a precisely determin-
able point.
The characteristics of amplitude and
phase, as they arise during the repro-
duction of a single point source, are
shown in figure 3. The amplitude
characteristic of BMX is the same as for
QS, and is always oriented towards the
original position of the sound source. An
essential difference from QS lies, however,
in the fact that with BMX the phase
characteristic also 'rotates': 0. corres-
ponds to the direction of the sound
source, while, for example, the sound
coming at rightangles to the sound source
is phased at X 455. This additional
information gives a significantly better
localization. With the QS -system, 0° phase
rotation always corresponds to the sound
from the phantom centre front, so that
sound sources M the front are drawn
towards this point.
In the case of gramophone records in
UMX (called 004) the two basic
channels of BMX a recorded in the
same way as for stereo.re One basic channel
contains the mono signal (sum signal),
while the other contains the difference
information for the stereo or quadro
effect. The third (TMX) and fourth
(QMX) channels are frequency modulated
on two 30 kHz carriers, similar to those
used for CD -4. An essential difference
from that system, however, hes in the
fact that them two auxiliary channels
can be contained in a fairly narrow band.
An audio bandwidth of 3 kHz is com-
pletely satisfactory, and this can be
transmitted as symmetrical frequency
modulation with a peak deviation of
X 6 kHz (figure 4).

This limiting of the audio band 0 possible,
because there is hardly any audible diffe-
rence between BMX and QMX at fre-
quencies above about 3 kHz!
Since the orientation of the various sound l

murces is the same for all three systems,
the transition from QMX to BMX at this
cutoff frequency is almost imperceptible.
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TMX is mainly of interest for radio broad.
urethra: a third channel can be rather
simply provided (for example, by Quadra-
ture modulation); however, four channels
appear to be an impracticable process
- at least in Europe. Greater bandwidths
would be required for the transmission
of four channels, and these would lead to
unaaeptable interference on neigh-
bouring channels.

Conclusions
From the comparison of the four systems
II is apparent that SQ seems to be based
on a different conception of quadro-
phony: to arrive with 'logic' at four

stressed 'corners' (and also 'centre front').
This is succesful to the extent that
presentations can be very impressive in
spite of the noted shortcomings.
The results of CD -4 and QS are adequate.
Since several parameters are not optimal,
the peripheral devices for noise reduction
and image position stabilization are
unnecessarily complicated. In spite of
these additional devices, however, the
results are not completely satisfactory.
Finally, the UMX system combines the
best features of both systems to give the
beet results. Therefore, from a technical
viewpoint, this system ft to be preferred.
Unfortunately, the discussion of quadro-
phony is at present clouded by confusion

Figure 1. Block diagram of a comp...quad..
phonic sound chain. A a recording area; B =
transmission system, C a reproduMion area.

Figure 2. Frequency spectrum on one re..
0.ove wall when repenting according to the
co -s system. The sum signal is ...nue in tin
normal way in Me base hand 10 ... 16 kHz).
A 30 kHz .rtier is frequency modulated with
the difference signal in the band from 20 to
45 kHz.

Figure 3. Amplitude end phase .aracterirtics
of the syrtems BMX, 731X and GMX. 0 dB of
the amplitude characteristic and 0° of the phase
characteristic alvvays coincide with the position
of the sound source. If several sound sources
are reproduced simultaneously, one can
imagine the appropriate cheracteriStiCS as
"piled on top of one another".

Figure 4. Fmquency spectrum when recording
according tome OMO system ...groove wall).
The two BMX channels are recorded in the
hese hand 10 18 kHz.. The two auxiliary
channels are ea. modulated on a 30 kHz
carrier (FBI, in the band from Care 36 kHz.

of language and by commercial con-
siderations. Partly because of this, the
UMX system has often been practically
ignored.
It is often argued that UNIX was
developed too late, so that great invest-
ments already lie in other systems.
Professor Cooper argues strongly against
this. In his opinion, the differences from
the other systems (especially CD -4) are
so slight that possible changeover offers
no difficult).
The number of gramophone records
already pressed according to a certain
system should not (yet) be decisive either.
It would be another matter if a company
began to use a particular system for its
entire record collection. Fortunately, this
has not yet happened.
In view of the rapidly increasing demand
for quadraphony especially in the USA
and Japan but also in Europe, there is
still hope that a definitive choice will be
made in the near future. In this event, it is
tube hoped that technical arguments will
be decisive, and from the technician's
standpoint this article could have been
entitled: UMX or nothing!
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tunable
aerial The aerial amplifier described in

this article is characterized, among
other things, by its low noise level

ampi(148-78 MHzI.

 ler yo-2 dB,g,a;T:ger'uonfng range

It is designed for use as
an FM -aerial amplifier, although it is relatively simple to modify it for
application as a TV aerial amplifier.
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Aerial amplifiers can be divided roughly
into two categories: wideband and tuned.
The main advantage of wideband types is,
of course, to be found in the fact that a
frequency spectrum of several decades can
be amplified without anything having to
be switched over Or readjusted. On the
other hand, there are some drawbacks that
count all the more if the amplifier is ex-
pected to provide maximum improvement
in reception qualitY.
Using wideband amplifiers entails the
following drawbacks:
I. Cross Modulation soon occurs because

the total amplitude offered can be
fairly large. Furthermore, the entire
amplified spectrum is fed to the receiver
and this is another likely cause of cross
modulation.

2. In most cases it is impossible to
design a wideband amplifier for mini-
mum noise contribution. This is be-
cause the cable impedance (usually
60 12) is not the optimum value for
the amplifier. In addition, it is almost
impossible to compensate fully for
parasitic capacitances.

Comparison of the noise contributions of
TV tuners and of wideband amplifiers
shows that both are usually of the same
order of magnitude for the UHF band. In
the VHF -TV and the FM bands, the tuner
often has an even lower noise figure than
the wideband amplifier. If the wideband
amplifier gives better reception, this is due
mainly to the fact that when the amplifier
is placed between the aerial and the cable,
the cable losses become far less important.

Tunable amplifier
A drawback of a tunable amplifier is that
an extra cable is usually needed for the
tuning voltage. By means of a simple cir-
cuit, however, (figure I) it is possible to
use a tunable amplifier without an extra
cable. The stabilized power supply pro-
vides the sum of the supply voltage and
the tuning voltage, and within the ampli-
fier the 12 V supply is obtained by stabil-
ization with a voltage regulator diode.
By connecting a 12 V regulator diode in

series with the supply voltage, the tuning
voltage is 12 V lower than the supply
voltage. If the variable stabilized supply
is now adjusted from 14 to 26 V, the
supply voltage for the amplifier remains
12 V, and a tuning voltage of 2 to 14 V
becomes available.
It goes without saying that the variable
supply must have a very low hum and
noise level to avoid amplitude and phase
modulation via the varicaps. Therefore
a lame electrolytic capacitor is placed in
parallel with Be.
The circuit consumes about 100 mA, but
offers the advantage that the amplifier
always is at a higher temperature than
ambient, so that water condensation and
the resulting corrosion are avoided.

Design possibilities for tunable am-
plifiers
A PUT -amplifier can be based on two
main circuits, to wit: the commonp,ate
and the common -source amplifiers. Since
the amplifier is tuned, the input and out-
put capacitances of the semiconductors
usually present no problems. Not so,
however, the feedback capacitance,
because this may give rise to instability.
Another important quantity is the input
impedance. If we tabulate the necessary
design data, we get something like table 1.

Fisure 1. With simple omens the coax Cable can
be used for the Mona,. the supply. end the

input specified by the usually de -
impedance manufacturer; yietes no more

n r/Sn
tanc1201.
at 100 MHz

output pacified by the manufacturer
impedance and is usually of Me urne order

as Me input impedance at corn.
mon source

fredback 1.10 P
capacitance

very low;
usually
0.1.0.01 p

The drawback of the common -gate
amplifier is that its maximum gain is less
than that of the common -source circuit.
On the other hand, however, the common -
gate amplifier has greater reliability and
stability. A secondary advantage is that
the difference in matching for minimum
noise or maximum gain is much less than
for the commorbsource circuit, and is in
some ees.s .v.11 negligible. Radio recep-
tion requires matching to minimum noise.
TV reception requires matching to maxi-
mum power gain to eliminate cable re-
flection (picture "ghosts").

The circuit (figure 2)
To obtain a wide matching range, the
circuit is designed around discrete coils.
Thu also offers greater freedom as regard
using other types of FUT. Often mistake
are made as regards the quality factor of
such home-made coils; in this case a
factor of 100 or more can easily be
achieved.
Although the diagram shows the amplifie
with asymmetrical input and output, i
can easily be adapted for application with
symmetrical aerials by providing Li and
1.5 with coupling windings. To eliminate
the problem of the (wide) tolerance in
the pinch -off voltage, the gates are
connected to a positive voltage so the
each of the FETs draws about 10 mA
Furs 12 V supply voltage, the gate -drain
voltage is about 6 V, and for most type
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of FET this produces the minimum noise
contribution. The only limitation to using
certain FETs is the slope, which should be
greater than 4 mA/V. A large number of
types meet this requirement, as shown in
table 2.

type minimum slope
A,

dB noise contri-
notion Ilyn)
100 Mr

E300 0,5 1.5
E310

1.1.096E
10

9,5
.5

1.52319.0150
2135397 6

1.2
1.8

U310
5306

0
9,5

1.5
1.7

50201
Impel 13 1.5

The fact that the circuits possess a high -
Q -factor does not necessarily imply that
the amplifier is a narrow -band type. The
circuits are damped by the input and
output impedances of the FETs. Suppose
the no-load Q -factor is 100. The resonance
impedance then found at 100 MHz is:

Z = Ora = 15k.
The efficiency of a circuit is given by:

Qt

where Qo and QL represent the quality
factor under no-load and load conditions,
respectively.
So fora high efficiency it is necessarYto
load the circuit heavily, which also re-
duces the effect of the FET output
impedance. For the case where Qo =
and the output impedance of the FETs
ism, the gain is givenby (figure 3):

Av = n2/.1'81'013/%02.
.no/us.S2'(usine)'.
ridnoZ,
nok nen,

S, Zc (1)

If we take

Ze = 50 no/n, = 1.2
no/no = 2.5 ns/n6 = 5

( I) becomes,
A, = 750S, (2)

From the above formulae it appears that
the gain is directly proportional to the
slope of the first stage. This is only tme, if
the ideal condition (Q0= Sc and infinitely
high output impedances) is sufficiently
approached, and that is the case here if S,
is at least 4 mA/V.

It is logical, therefore, to use for T2 a
cheap FET that meets this requirement,
such as the U 1994 E or the E 300.
Measurements where T, = T2 = E 300 in-
deed showed a voltage gain of 3. When a
type E 310 was used for Tt (8= 10 mA/V),
the gain increased to about 8.

To investigate the effect of To on the
gain, rust a type E 310 was used, with the
result that the gain increased to 10. Since
the primary function of an aerial ampli-
fier is to improve the signal -to -none ratio
at the amplifier input, it is pointless to
measure the bandwidth at the 3 dB points.
It is better to quote the bandwidth in
which the noise contribution may
deteriorate a certain amount, say 0.5 m
I dB. If this standard is used, the band-
width of the amplifier is about 3 MHz at
100 MHz, but this could not be measured
exactly because the elektor laboratories
are not equipped with the (extremely)
expensive equipment needed to take emi-
rate noise measurements.

The ratio n2/nt given in the example
above, and which is lower than might be
expected, was determined empirically for
a minimum noise contribution, and this
adaption proved to be the most favourable
one for both the E 300 and E 310. If the
coils ere made of silver-plated copper
wire, it is quite a simple matter to
determine the best tap.

Figure 2. AlMough the supply voltage in OM
diagram is 13 V, the amplifier can be connected
ha any supply voltage between 10 a. 20 V. At

about 13 V the noise contribution is lowest.

Figure 3. This simplified diagram serves Mr a
rough calculation of the gain.

Figure 4 The drawing shows how the coils
should he wound.

Figure 5. The method for coil mounting shown
here saves considerable time. Overall parlor.
mance does not suffer, but the appearance is
not eo neat.
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Mounting, construction and adjust-
ment
An important requirement is that all con-
nections must be as short as possible.
Photograph I gives a clear picture of the
mounting. The FETs should have much
shorter connecting leads than shown in
the photograph (about 6 mm); long leads
have distinctly unfavourable effects on
stability and the signal-to-noise ratio; this
was being verified when this photograph
was taken.
All capacitors, except for Cii , are of the
low -loss ceramic disc type. Current types
of Schottky diodes can be used for Dc and
Dr, and types BB105A, BBIO5B and
BBI 05G am suitable for Ds to Ds. The
codas,, wound on Kaschke coil formers
type KH 5/22, 7-560-8A, with a ferrite
core, type K 3/12/100. Several other types
of coil formers might be suitable . well,
if the diameter is about 1(4 in. (6 mm)
The ferrite core has to be a VHF -type!
The winding data are given in table 3.

Table 3.
coil tap with respect to

Cl aef ral 50/3512 2

240/300E24
(coupling winding)

source 2.5

Cu source 2 5

13 output 50/75121

200/30012 2 5
(coupling coil/

total number
of turns

The wire should preferably be silver-plated
copper wire with a diameter of 1.2 mm.
The spacing between the turns is 0.8 mm
and is obtained simply by winding a so-
called -bad wire" of a diameter equal to
the spacing, i.e. 0.6 mm, together with
the coil wire. Once the coil hau been
mounted, this blind wire is, of course, re-
moved unless the 240/300 ft connections
are to be used. In that case the blind wire
is 0.8 mm enamelled copper wire, and
after mounting of the coil, this blind wire
is wound off again until the above number
of rums is left.
As the coupling coils must be placed at
the 'cold end', winding back fahus place

from the coil end that is connected to the
varicap. This is illustrated in figure 4.
Soldering the wires to the former pins is a
time consuming job, particularly for the
wire diameter quoted here. If more value
is set upon efficient mounting than on
appearances, the toils are mounted direct-
ly in the circuit, as shown in figure 5. The
coil formers will fit only after clipping, as
can be surely this figure. In this tau the
coils are wound on a drill with a slightly
smaller diameter (about 0.1 mm) than theouter.diametet of the coil former.
If the receiver used is not tuned by means
of varicap diodes, the aerial amplifier
should be adjusted as follows. Set the

wur
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Figure 6. To obtain the tuning voltage for the
amplifier from a tuner with a high-imPedenCe
tuning voltage, such es tap presets for instance,
an emitter follows,. required. If a low-imPla
demi, miler voltage is sed, the tuning voltage
for the amplifier un be obtained directly via
the 07 k adjustment potentiometer.

Figure 7. 1-11,01lt of the printed circuit board.

Figure 8. Component layout on the PC board
in figure,

ferrite cores half way in the formers. Tune
the receiver to a weak station with a fre-
quency of about 95 MHz and adjust the
tuning voltage - the voltage applied to the
varicap diodes - to obtain a maximum
output. Tune La and I., to increase the
output still further or to obtain a maxi-
mum:adjust L, to reduce the noise of the
received signal to a minimum. If the var,
cap diodes are three matched diodes, the
aerial amplifier will now track correctly
over the range 76 to 146 MHz.
If the receiver is tuned by means of varicap
diodes, the voltage that controls them can
also be used to control the diodes in the
aerial amplifier. However, to prevent over-
loading the receiver, the voltage should be
applied to the diodes in the aerial ampl,
lier through an emitter follower as shown
in figure 6. The tuning procedure now is
as described above, except that a weak
station with a frequency of about 88 MHz
should be used and I., is set to give a
maximum tuning voltage. Next tom the
receiver to a weak station at 100 MHz,
and again adjust Pt to obtain a maximum
output. Tune the receiver to 88 MHz and
readjust the three cores to obtain a maxi -

output (L, Ls) with the least noise
Tune the receiver back to 100 MHz

and check that no further adjustment is
required; the aerial amplifier should now
track correctly over the band 76 to 146
MHz. If further adjustment is needed, then
repeat the whole procedure until it is not.

Results and application in the 2 as
amateur band
The sensitivity of F.M. tuners can be
limited by,
I. the signal-to-noise ratio at the input,

and
2. insufficient amplification of the inter-

mediate frequency.
Most factory -made receivers are designed
so that a combination of these two factors
is operative. Although it is difficult to
give an exact rule for the improvement
obtained by using the amplifier, it may be
expected that the sensitivity of the receiver
will improve by about a factor of 3 for
the same signal-to-noise ratio. If still great -

Parts
resistors:
fli,P3,flg,flr,flg =10 IQ

=56012
=1 kit

pecitors:
... Cif, 560 pF ceramic disc.

Ci t'dl p F, 6V

semiconductors:
Og u 6V6 regulator diode

other mmiConductori: see text1

amplification is required, the amplifiers
can be cascaded. An amplification factor
of more than 10, however, will usually
give rise to cross modulation in the re-
ceiver; the same amplification can also be
obtained by means of one amplifier equip-
ped with FETs that have a steep slope.
The coils described can be used in the
two -meter band, but the varicaps must
then be replaced by ceramic tnmmersof
1-9 pF. The bandwidth is more than
sufficient to cover the entire band.

Conclusions
The tonal amplifier discussed in this
article is suitable for many applications
and has such a low noise figure that it will
improve reception M all cases. Apart from
the 76-146 MHz range, the amplifier, with
modified coils, can also be used to great
advantage in the following bands:
14,21 and 28 MHz amateur band, channel
2-4 TV, channel 5-12 TV, and perhaps the
U.H.F. band. These further applications
may be discussed in one of the next issues
of Elekton
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An important alternative to the mechan-
la ical switch - rotating or push-button -
NW is the touch switch. This has the advan-

tages of greater reliability and a higher
switching speed, as well as being noise -

leas and not subject to wear. Furthermore, front panels with touch contacts
can be made available as printed circuits, so that it becomes much easier to
build equipment with a neat appearance.
Elektor laboratories have been asked to design a touch control switch with a
single touching point and costing no more than its mechanical equivalent.
Consequently, our laboratories have produced the Touch Activated Pro-
grammer or TAP.

Basic possibilities
Operating a switch - touching, turning or
pushing - is in effect feeding in a signal
that must be stored somehow. The mech-
anical switches do this by remaining
locked in their new positions; a touch
switch. however, cannot store a signal

unless it is provided with a memory.
If a switch is to be operated by touch, its
input resistance must exceed the resistance
of the finger if action is to be ensured. If
it is a single -point touch switch, the signal
fed in - the signal that activates the
switch - must be the noise or hum picked

up by the operator. Hence, the single -
point touch switch consists essentially of
an a.f. amplifier that has a high input im-
pedance, a rectifier and a memory. This is
shown in figure 3. In this system the input
signal (hum voltage on the skin) is ampli-
fied in the input stage, rectified and fed
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to the clock input of a flipflop. Each time
the input point is touched, the flipflop
will change to another stable position. A
practical circuit in accordance with the
block diagram of figure 3 is fairly simple
to dedgn.
A TAP (Touch Activated Programmer)
that will replace a complete pushbutton
unit needs a reset unit between the flip-
flops of the respective switches. This will
ensure that when there are uveral switches.
all except the one operated are reset. This
reset can be achieved with diodes as shown
in figure 4 with a four -position switch.
For simplicity the contacts are shown as
push -buttons. Se A the total reset button.
The three -position switch shown in figure
4 needs nine diodes. In general, the reset
circuit requires a number of diodes equal
to the square of the number of positions.
Hence, an eighbposition switch (plus, of
course, a total reset) requires 64 diodes.
So the system of figure 4 A rather expen-
sive, and the circuit becomes complicated
when there are more than four positions.
A touch control switch operating without
reset diodes is shown in figure 5, points
A/At and B/Br being the touch contacts.
Here reset is achieved by usMg a common
sup ly resistor Re. If one of the switches
A `on', it draws a current of about In,.
The voltage drop across Hi A then 3.3V.
As soon as the second switch is operated,
this one, too, will want to draw I mA. As
a result, the voltage across ftt drops al-
most to zero, the non -operated switch is
cut off and the last switch to be operated
remains 'on'. An advantage of such a
switching system A that it can be easily
expanded with more and more of the same
units. Therein the drawback, however,
that extra components are needed to
create Maul' binary outputs. Consequent-
ly, the cost of the switch becomes so high
that the financial requirements can no
longer be met.
A better reset system uses a one-shot
(monostable multivibrator). Each time a
switch is touched, this one-shot circuit
feeds a short reset pulse to each flipflop.
This pulu must be so short that no audible
interval occurs in low frequency applica-
hone of the switch.. Laboratory roped -
acetate have shoat that touch -control
switches with this reset system provide the
most reliable circuit. It is for that reason
that they are used in the TAP.

Block diagram of the TAP
Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the
TAP, points A, B and C being the touch
point.
A separate overall reset is provided. Each
touch point is followed by an input
buffer circuit (IB-I, IB-2 . . . ). These
amplify the hum voltage on the skin.
The input circuits of the touch points A,
B and C drive the set -(S) -input of the
RS flipflops. Since driving the set input
of such a flipflop several times in
succession will only lead to one change in
its binary state, the rectifier circuit shown
in figure 3 is not necessary here.
The input circuits also drive the one-shot.
lf, for instance, point A is touched, a
50 Be square wave will appear on the S.
input of the first flipllop (FP -I/. At the
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Figure 2. Photograph of t. TAP.

Figure 3. Block diagram of a ample ton.
control swit. with one input and two inverse
digital. outputs.

Figure 4. A switching sys.m with four digital
1.1.1 inputs and three binary outputs. The
W.rim is designed so that in all cases only one
hmary output assumes a set state whast .
oMer outputs are in the met state or are being
reset.

Figure 5. A touch control .itching system
.ere only one output at a time can be in the
. stele. This systemexpanded with an
unlimited morns of touch control switches.

Figure 6. Block diag ram of t. TAP. The letters
FF, OS and IB sta. etas FlipFlop, One -Shot
la mono..le muhiribratorl and Input...for.

Sal. time the one-shot produces very
short reset pulses. Because these mset
pulses to the R -input are short as
compared with the square wave at the
S -input, the (Bolton is not reset immedia-
tely after being set. A switch is reset only
by operating one of the other two
switches or the independent reset. As the
block diagram of figure 6 shows, each
TAP comprises three switching positions
and one total reset. The circuit is designed
so that several TAPS can be combined to
a maximum of about 14 switching posi-
tions plus one total reset.

IThe 7400
The TAP designed around the integr.d
circuit type 400, a Qtyuadruple two -input
NAND. AMually, the full pe number will be
SN S 7400, N 3400, SN MIHOO, to name
a h.. letters are not so important, how -

of the TAP circuit, it is necessary first to take
a closer look at Mis integrated circuit. T. part
surr.nded by the dashdot line in figure A
represents the he cir.. of a NAND gate,
and each 74013 comprises four such gates.
The two emitters of Tr are the inputs of Ole
NAND gate. When both emitters of Tt rewi.

voltage aVb, no current flows through its
base.emitter junction. The potential on the
of Tt rises a. the MN basedollector

function ..ucts. ece, here transistor Tj
can . regarded as an assembly of Mm diodes.
The potential on the hese of T2 now rises and
Mis transistor is turned on, so Mm its collector
Potential drops sharply. Consequently, Ta no
longer conducts a., at the same time, 1.4 is

griwn into saturation Point C, the NAND
gem output, drops to zero potential (LOW/.
So when both in.ts of TJ are at aVb NIGH),
Me output is LOW. It is also obvious that
leaving emitters of Tj 'open circuit ism
fact Me same as aPPiging
As soon as one of the emitmrs of Tr becomes
LOW II.ic VI. Me base voltage of Cr will al.
drop. Asa result, the base.collector junction of
Tj does not Do... T2 iS ionger
end Me output ICI will assume a HIGH level.
When the output of the NAND gate is HIGH
I logic 31, the output level equal to the
suppry voltage Vs, minus the drop in the
diode D, the collectowemitter saturation voltage

Num A. Mreuit diagram el a NANO am is
a MO IC.

A 7 7 7 7 7 -I

11J

of Ta and the drop in the 1300 collector
resistanoe. This ouput level therefore depends
on the Mad current.t
If the output of the NAND g. is LOW
llogic '01, the load current is fed to the supply
zero o. The maximum load current l'aink
current', is then determined by the

isfntlieSable current thrqugh Tg. which is 30 rnA
ora 340E3 IC.

The RS-flipflop
In the TAP two NAND gates am coupled
to form an RS-flipflop (see figure'/).

The &input of the flipflop is driven from
a transistor, that, in the active state,
draws the input of the gate to supply
zero. In figure 7 this is transistor T6,
connected to input B, and driven by Ts.
If point D in figure 7 is touched, the
hum voltage on the skin will drive Ts into
conduction; Ta then goes into saturation
and draws input B of the NAND gate to
'0' 50 times per second. It D is not

touched, Ta remains off and the NAND
gate sees this as a 'I' level.

The circuit diagram of the TAP
Figure 8 gives the circuit diagram of the
TAP. It is designed around two ICs. The
four NAND gates of ICs are used to form
two RS-Ilipflops. The first one consists of
the gates Nr/Na , and the second one of
Ns /Ns. A third is formed by the gates
Ns/Na in ICa. The two remaining gates
(Fit (Ns ) of IC2 form the one-shot, which
provides the reset pulse. Its pulse width
is determined by resistor R. and capa-
citor Ca. Figure 9 shows an owillogram
of a reset pulse at the output of the one-
shot (Pin 8 of gate NO. The pulse width
is approximately 400 ns!
As appears from figure 9, the reset pulse
is a '0'. The reset pulses are fed directly to
the R -input of the three flipflops without
diode coupling. This is possible because
the emitters of the NAND gates are
open
The set control for each flip flop takes
place via the darlington circuit consisting
of two transistors described earlier. For
Tip sod these are the transistors
Ti and T2. The collector of Tr is con-
nected direct to the set input of the flip-
flop. The negative -going pulse on this col-
ector, when point A is touched, is used
for driving the one-shot. To for a
good switching edge, the collector of Ti
is connected to '1' level via resistor Rr
(in the quiescent state). As soon as A is
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touched, the collector of Tt switches
from '1' to '0' and back again 50 times
per second. Via diode Dt this signal
arrives on resistor Re. Consequently,
transistor Te becomes conductive, and
the drive input of the one-shot (pin 13
of gate Na) is drawn to supply zero, so
that the one-shot produces reset pulses
50 times per second.
Resistor Re in the base of Ts prevents
this transistor being damaged by static
charges on the skin.
To avoid instability of the TAP, a capaci-
tor Ca is connected across the supply.
Capacitor Cs is provided for automatic
reset when the supply is turned on. This
is achieved by feeding the positive voltage
surge, occurring during switch on, to the
base of To via Re. Consequently transis-
tor Te and Te become momentarily con-
ductive, and the one-shot produces a

reset pulse.
As well as having a Q and an output,
each flipflop also has extra S and Font -
puts. These are intended as active
attenuators. In the reset condition an
&output can be regarded as a relatively
high -ohmic resistance relative to supply
zero. Inversely, the Kautput is relatively
low -ohmic. 'Leis a series resistor, a digital
ngnal is fed to an S or an g output, this
S or $" output will function as a logic -
controlled attenuator.
The switching speed of the various out-
puts is so high that nothing of the TTL
character is lost. Figure 10 shows an
escalope. of a switching edge of one of
the binary outputs of the TAP. As is seen
from this figure, the rise lime is less than
10 its.
The circuit shown in figure 8 can be
considered a universal TAP. The points
RB (Reset -Bar) and CB (Contact -Bar)
provide an extra output for Pain moral
TAPS in conjunction with each other.
Table 1 gives the truth table of the TAP,
and table 2 gives various specifications.

The printed circuit board
Figure 12 shows the circuit board of the
TAP. All the inputs are along the upper
edge of the board, and the outputs along
the lower edge. The supply terminals and
the RB-CB rails an on one side.
Screened cable should be used for the
input connections.

TAP applications
A simple TAP application, an on/off
switch for a 220 V lamp, is shown in
figure 13.
In figure 14 a similar circuit for operating
three lamps is shown.
If the diodes Dt, Ds and Ds are omitted
from the TAP M figure 14, the result is a
triple lamp switch with one common
reset. In cases where a triple touch control
switch with a reset is insuffi-
cient, re TAPs cancommon be used in con-
junction.mo The RB- and CB -rails of all
TAPS used must then be interconnected.
Figure 15 gives a simple example. Of
course, only one TAP need be provided
with a one-shot reset circuit.

Figura 7. An 115-flipf bp Ouill from two NANO
stet. The transistors Ts end Tv Prot naidet
P r form the 'set' circuit.

Figure 8. The complete circuit diagram of a
TAP.

Figure 9. Photographed oscillograrn of a one.
d ot reset pulse. The one.ot produces th
pulse aech time inputthe reset it
touched. At a probriged touch of any of the
touch points, Me ne-shot produces 50 such
WINt per second.

Figure 10. Photographed oscillogram of one of
the binary outputs during evenchme.

Figure 11. Equivalent block diagram of the

Pans tin with figures 8 end u.

Basistors: Capacitors:
Flr,F1p,lip . 100 k Crr v 270 p
FI.F1,11.p,Ity 10 PI Cp. 270 p
B.9 1 k C3. . n
59.510,5113512 5 r 5
511514515 . 27k

Semiconductors:

01.D2,.3 - DUG
TI,T27.1T4T8,7,T7 - BC 107 or BC 108, BC 109
Ta  AC 125 or puiv.
Tg,Ttp,Trj,Tr p  TUN

Td.-T,TJ.1
-TUN
- 7400 (DIU
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Figure 12. TAP printed circuit board with
component lay -out.

Figure 13. The TAP used as a touch -controlled
on/off switch for a 220 V lamp. Ensure that
the live mains lead is connected to the lamp.

Figure 16. The TAP used . a triple lemn
switch. If the diodes 0 , a. 03 are omit.
ted from the TAP, the res. is a triple switch
with one common reset.

Figure 16. If the PS 1Ro2et-Barl terminals of
the two TAPs and the CB (Cordrol.Bar) termi-
nals are interconnected, as show, the result
is a seven.position Much control switch with
0 switching positions and 1 reset. The one-shot
can he left out of TAP 1 because TAP 2 already
has one.

1' 14 .

01:u E

4:)I LE

sen.or,,L 1 1

Tr1,2,..Tr3.000 V/10 A

L1.1.2. L3 max. 2.21dY
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flicked
flame

The simplest possible flasher
device is a bimetal switch. This
construction can be found in

'blinker bulbs' and in the starter -switch associated
with a fluorescent lamp.
The possibility immediately comes to mind of using
a fluorescent -lamp starter as a flasher for Christmas -
tree or other decorative lights. If one uses more
than one starter in some combination of several
lamps or lamp -groups, highly varied and interesting
effects can be obtained.

The bask idea is shown in figure 2. The
starter is wired in uries with the lamp
or lamp -string (such as Tree.lightS).
When mains voltage is applied across the
series combination the inert -gas mixture
in the starter becomes conductive and a
cwrev,-vwrving glow -discharge occurs be-
tween the electrodes. One of these elec-
trodes is actually a 'bimetal', two thin
strips of different metals - having two
different thermal expansion coefficients -
welded together. Such a bimetal will curl
(or uncurl) when it is heated. In the
fluorescent -lamp starter the discharge cur-
rent through the gas provides the heating,
and the curling of the bimetal is arranged
to cause a short-circuit between the glow
electrodes. This removes the supply of
heat, so that the cooling bimetal reopens
the circuit a second or two later.
The lamp connected in our arrangement
will therefore flash more or less regularly
on and off. The current which may be
switched by the starter depends on the
rating of the lamp for which the manufac-
turer intended it. The best place to find this
rating is the label on the 'ballast' device.
Alternatively, assue that if the starter
(e.g. Philips type SI v, see photo) is intend-
ed for fluorescent tubes up to 80 watt
rating, that it will safely switch ordinary
filament lamps to this amount.
Note that the starter normally becomes
dormant' when the arc -type gas discharge
m the fluorescent tube 'strikes'. This is
because the voltage across the steadily

Peture t. Photograph of e pertly dismantNd
.worescent.larna glow -starter. Note the

a. simplestThe simplest polagge flesh. circuit
oweios of a single starter wired in series with
a fiternent-lamp load.

Nur. 3. Example of e more ...0...ted
weengement. Two steWers a. three LIMPS for

Wimp -strings, of unequal wattepe will provide
WWI variable tlickeringwHect.

burning arc is too low to allow the starter -
glow to re -ignite, In our application there
is no such effect, so that the 'starter' will
flash its load continuously.
It is however possible to dream up Ur -
coifs in which more than one starter is
combined with a split-up load in a way
which makes fuller use of the properties
of a given type of device. As an example
lake figure 3. This circuit will do the
wildest things, depending on the individual
starters and on the load values.
Suppose that La has the lowest wattage.
When the mains is applied it will burn
more or less brightly. As soon as one of
the starters makes contact, either Lr or
La wig come on full and La will go out.
When the second starter makes contact all
the lamps have the full voltage applied -
but almost immediately the first starter
will reopen ...
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It is widely accepted that the loud-
speaker is the weakest link in the
high -quality audio chain. This is

 particularly the case at the lowest
working frequencies due to the
difficulty of providing a useful air

load for a radiating diaphragm that has dimensions small compared to the
sound wavelength. This compels the manufacturer to adopt clever but
more or less expensive constructions for the loudspeaker unit and its
enclosure.
The manufacturer has the resources and facilities to tackle the problems at
the mechanical -acoustical stage. This article explains that the do-it-yourself
approach that provides the best results at the lowest price is invariably the
"electronic loudspeaker".

Methods of electronically compensating
for the weaknesses of loudspeakers are by
no means new. As Ilarwood recently
pointed out, a patent granted in the early
20's already describes a "motional feed-
back" system.
The basic idea is to somehow derive a
signal that depends on the loudspeaker's
actual movement and to compare this with
the original input signal. The resulting
'error' signal is used to modify the drive to
the loudspeaker. One way of obtaining a
feedback signal is to extract the voltage
that is induced in the loudspeaker's drive.
coil when the cone moves.
This extraction of the back -voltage has to
be done with great care if the system is to
remain stable. Also, not every loudspeaker
is suitable for the technique.
The design described in this article has,
however, behaved itself properly during
many demonstrations.
Apart from the fact that the electronic
loudspeaker does not need a spmially-
mounted pickup -device, which makes it
simple to build up, it can be compared to
normal applications of the same driver as
follows:

a) the lower limit of `flat' amplitude re-
sponse is independent of the fundamental

(or
of ance-frequency of the driver itself

for o the driver in its enclosure).
01 distortion due to certain mechanical
non-linearities in the driver can be con-
siderably reduced.
cl although the frequency response re-
mains `flat' below the fundamental res-
onance frequency of the driver in its en-
closure, the maximum acoustical power
output falls off below this frequency.
It rums out however -as will be explained
later - that a 20 -watt amplifier produces
more than enough sound level for domestic
listening situations.
d) a loudspeaker operating in this kind of
feedback system can produce good sound
at higher as well es lower frequencies,
although optimum results can only be
obtained when an extended circuit is care-
fully snatched to the individual loud-
speaker. On the other hand, the greater
cone excutsions associated with extended

bass response will aggravate the high -range
(Doppler) distortion problem, so that it is
desirable to use the electronic loudspeaker
only for the woofer -range.

The electronic woofer
The behaviour of a moving -coil woofer in
a closed box can be fairly accurately pre-
dicted from simple theory (see loud-
speaker diagnose'). This theory can be
used to find a way to improve the bass
reap...
If one 'looks into' the loudspeaker ter-
minals one 'ems' a series -connection of
two impedances - i.e. a voltage divider.
One of these, called the static or 'blocked
impedance', is the value measured when
the voice -coil is prevented from moving
(e.g. fixed with glue). The other impedance
arises because of the movement of the
cod in the permanent magnetic field and
is called the dynamic or 'motional im
pedance'. We will refer to them as Z, and
Zd respectively. The radiated sound energy
corresponds to the dissipation in a 'redi-
ation resistance' which forms part of Zd.
The objective in operating the loud-
speaker a to arrange that this dissipation
will be frequency -independently con-
trolled by the input signal applied to the
driving amplifier.
The problem a that both 2, and Zd vary
with frequency, that these variations are
by no means the same, and that further
more the radiation resistance has neither
a constant value nor is it a constant pro-
portion of Zd. Pity the loudspeaker de-
signer! Let us see what can be done about
this state of affairs.
The approach adopted for the electronic
loudspeaker is to:
a) note that the static impedance Zs con-
sists essentially of the voice -coil resistance
and self-inductance in series and that it is
sufficiently well-behaved for elimination
by means of an equivalent negative output
impedance of the driving amplifier.
b) use this technique to deal with Zd, and
then apply a compensation to the driving
signal, to take care of the frequency -de-
pendence of the radiation resistance. This
is not too difficult fora loudspeaker acting

as a piston M one wall of a closed box: it
rums out (see loudspeaker diagnosis' else-
where in this issue) that a 'flat' frequency
response is obtained when the voltage
across the radiation resistance is made in-
versely proportional to the frequency. This
can easily be done using a 6dB/octave low-
ness network inserted ahead of the ampli-
fier in the bass channel. This network, to-
gether with the negative output impedance
of the amplifier, forms the basis of the
'electronic loudspeaker'.
Summing it all up it can be stated that the
radiated sound energy corresponds to the
dissipation in the radiation resistance; that
for a constant voltage across this resistance
the dissipation will,incream in proportion
to the square of the frequency; that for a
flat frequency response this voltage must
therefore be inversely proportional to the
frequency - this calls for a 6dB/octave
low-pass network; that this voltage can be
forced to the required value once the
series impedance Zs has been eliminated
by means of a negative amplifier output
impedance. The driving amplifier will then
automatically deliver the required drive
current.

Negative output impedance
A negative output impedance can be
achieved by means of the arrangement
shown m a block -diagram in figure I. 'A'
in this diagram represents the gain of the
driving power -amplifier. The loudspeaker
is repremnted as ZL, consisting of the
impedances 2, and Zd in series. Zf is a
feedback current -sensing impedance, con-
nected between the 'cold' loudspeaker
terminal and amplifier earth return.
The voltage drop across ZI is found from:

(since the current through feedback net-
work f is negligible) so that:

z-ZLv°
The output impedance . worked out as
follows:
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Figura a mock diagram of Me wrannment for
achieving a negative output immedanom

Figure 2. Practical realisation of the electron'.
loudspeaker'. Adjustment is carried out by
turning Pa at from minimum setting (slider to
chassis/ until the point at which the system
starts to 'howl' - and then backing off until tha
oscillation just ceases. (What was that remark
about old.fashioned TRF receivers witt,ream
non, I

ito = A m/j-Vg A(veftvz)-vg =

Awn$Af- 1 ivr = Avar(Af-1)k.vo

After some tidying up:

Ave 4,-(ZALf-1)Zf Ave.ZLZ+12,2

inwhich the output impedance has been
troduced as

Z. = -(Af-I)Zf

This is negative provided that Af > I.
To compensate the static impedance of
the loudspeaker we require:

Assuming that this is successfully done we
fmd:

vd = vo-as = ad'yo =

Z:dZiA'a.A0

A.Y
The voltage drop across the dynamic im-
pedance (vd) is directly proportional to
the Incoming signal voltage (v.). This
achieves the first objective.

Practical aspects
For many moWng cod loudspeakers the
impedance Zs at low frequencies A pre-
dominantly a resistance: the resistance of
the driving coil (02). It is therefore suf-
ficient to use a resistor (Rf M figure 2) as
the sensing element for the current -feed-
back (2f). The compensation in this range
Ise( up by adjusting the feedback attenua-
tor (f) so that:

Rs = (Af-1)(14
This can conveniently be done using the
circuit of figure 2. The amount of (posi-
tive) cunent feedback is adjusted by Pt.
Starting with the slider of Pa at the earth
aid, without any input signal, slowly turn
Irla Pa until a 'howl' from the loudspeaker

heralds the onset of oscillation. A slightly
owes setting, for which the system just

remains stable, A optimal.
One or two more practical aspects appear
corn the circuit diagram. The buffer stage
Ti! has been included to prevent adjust-
ment of the volume control Pt from up-
setting the calibration by means of P2.
Whether this stage is necessary or not will
depend on where the volume control was
placed in the original amplifier.
The one place where the volume conwol
may not be located is M the power ampli-
fier itself! The gain factor A must remain
constant. On the other hand, if the volume
control is in one of the preamplifier cir-
cuits the buffer stage will usually not be
needed.

Low-pass network
We already indicated that a 6dB/octave
low-pass network is required ahead of the
power amplifier. The choice of rolloff
Point is a compromise.
The rolloff point of the network deter-
mines the lower limit of compensated re-
sponse. If this rolloff point is placed at
40 Hz, for example, the response curve
of the electronic loudspeaker will be essen-
Wally flat from 40 Ha to at least 300 Hz.
On the other hand it is undesirable to place
this lower linnt unnecessarily far down the
frequency range. This is because the exten-
sion of bass response has to be 'paid for'.
If we assume that the maximum current
which the power amplifier can pass

through the loudspeaker is 'matched' to
the amount of force which the drive -unit
can handle without damage, then the
`price' for an extension of flat bass fre-
quency response is reduced full -drive

and level throughout the whole working
range of the woofer.
As the lowest working frequency is re-
duced past the `normal' loudspeaker -in -
box cutoff, compensation of the response
requires rapidly increasing amounts of
drive -power fora given sound level. Since
the drive -power is limited, the power re-
sponse must fall off. This is not so dra-
matic as it may sound, however, since the
maximum power level in any normal music
specrium (including organ pedal!) rolls oft
at approximately 6d13/octave below about
100 Ha, so that the maximum power that
the loudspeaker can deliver matches the
maximum power that is required over the
whole frequency range.

How many watts?
What is the desirable loudness level - and
therefore how much power is necessary
- is probably the 'cause Met.' of hill
reproduction. The physical situation is suf-
ficiently flexible to provide grounds for
'objective' justification of almost any
subjective opinion, while opinions vary
between the extremes of 'shatteringly loud
and the devil take the neighbours' and
'the loudest passages should not impede
normal conversation.'
We will try to steer a middle -course -
band on the requirement that the maxi-
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antic listening a volume of 15 litres is ade-
quate. (15 litres  15 cubic decimetres =
0.5297200050 . .. cubic feet . . if you
must!) If only background music is to be
reproduced, the enclosure will do as soon
as the driver fits inside it!
The enclosure should also be almost air-
tight. One way of achieving this is to
start with a completely -scaled box, then
to drill a small hole (about 2 mm ra) M the
rear panel. This will enable variations of
atmospheric pressure to equalize them-
selves. The amount of leakage is correct
when the cone of the mounted driver
takes several seconds to recover position
after it has been gently pushed a small
amount inwards,momentarily held station-
ary and then released. (N.B. Amplifier
switched off!)
Finally, the walls of the box must be suffi-
ciently 'solid'. They must not vibrate - and
therefore contribute to the radiation -
ender the influence of the strong pressure
:banger in the driven box. Stiffening ribs
may be applied if necessary. Damning
material is not strictly necemmy; but a
single pad of glamwool or similar material,
Jath-mounted in the middle of the en-
closed volume, will control standing waves
m the box. The latter can give audible
=able, particularly if the enclosure is
favly large.
The drive -unit itself should in principle
meet these requirements: it must be able
en handle sufficient power input; the
magnet must be large enough to guarantee
am unvarying flux through the entire coil
during large excursions of the cone; the
none itself and the front -surround must
IN reasonably stiff. It must behave as a
piston!
Special high -compliance woofers using a
abbey front.surround are less suitable for
Ibis application, particularly when -in a
mall enclosure. When the cone is driven
stewards at high input levels there is a
tendency fm the surround to be sucked
inwards!

The electronic multi -way system
k u best to use the electronic loudspeaker
id the woofer in a multi -Way system.

re 3 shows the block diagram of such

an rrangement.
The amplifier At is a small high -quality
amplifier (6.10 watts) which drives only
the treble loudspeaker(s). If desired the
reproduction of mid -range and tweeter -
range may be separated. This can be done
by means of a dividing network after At or
by the use of a separate mid -range power -
amplifier ea (dotted).
The bass drive -unit and amplifier As to-
gether form the 'electronic loudspeaker.
The low-pass step -network described
earlier is installed ahead of this amplifier.
The combination must meet the require-
ments mentioned above.
The block diagram finally includes a buffer
stage with dividing networks for the bass
and treble paths. These networks, like the
lowness step network, are built up from
RC sections and buffer circuits.
Ina further article we will describe com-
plete two- and three-way systems based
wn the use of 'equa-amplifiers'. Details

l be given of the dividing circuits and
measurement results.
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at, figures and unavoidable formulae
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intensity o7the 'direct' louchneaket
radiation

loudspeaker
diagnosis

Those who need to understand the
underlying theory of the working of
moving -coil loudspeakers usually
try to read authoritative textbooks
(which tend to be thick ones).
Many others who really would like
to understand are frightened off by
these authoritative textbooks. The
present short article, intended to
accompany the 'electronic loud-
speaker' in this issue, outlines the
way in which a knowledge of the
basics of electrical engineering can
give access to the 'mysteries of the
moving -coil'.

For simplicity we will deal with the loud-
speaker in a stiff airtight 'acoustic box'
(sometimes called an 'infinite baffle en-
closure'). The mechanical quantities de-
termining what go. on are: force (0,
velocity (u), mass (M), compliance (C) and
damping or radiation -resistance (D). The
compliance M the reciprocal of 'stiffness'
and describes, in this cam, the springlike
behaviour of the cone as it moves against
the suspension to cause pressur.changes
in the box.
Electrical engineers describe their systems
by drawing 'circuit diagrams' containing
resistance, inductance and capacitance -
in which applied voltages cause currents
to flow (or injected currents cause voltage
drop..
It would simplify matters a great deal if
we could 'translate' mechanical quantities
into equivalent electrical quantities, and
draw a 'circuit diagram' of the mechanical
system.
To see whether this is possible, let us com-
pare the formulae describing the mechanic-
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I system with those for an electrical
circuit:

f=MZu=Cg,and f = Du;

respectively:

v = Li=C dd4; and v =Ri.

Comparison of these two sets of formulae
suggests the 'translation':
Force (f) voltage (v)
velocity (u) curtent (i)
mass (M) - inductance (L)
compliance (C) - capacitance (C)
damping (D) resistance (R)
The textbooks call this the 'electro-
mechanical impedance -type analogy'. A
mechanical circuit diagram can be drawn,
in which the inductance symbol repre-
sents the quantity that 'behaves like'
inductance - the mass - and, similarly,
damping is represented as resistance and
compliance as capacitance. The units are
newtons (force) and metres-pen,second
(velocity); so that circuit values are
measured in kilograms (mass), kilograms-
pemecond (damping) and metres -per -
newton (compliance).
The mechanical circuit of the moving -coil
loudspeaker (at low frequencies!) in
closed box is given in figure A. The tome
exerted by the voice -coil is shown as a
force -generator (() with an internal im-
pedance (ZED) and the 'radiation load'
On the cone front as an air -mass (Ma ) and
a compliance (Ca) in series with a radiation
resistance (Dv I, which is what takes up the
sound power).
It inconvenient to lump' impedance due
to the enclosed volume of air in the box
(M ,C.,D0 together with the impedance
due to the suspension of the drive -unit
itself (I)I ,D,). The mechanical circuit
now simplifies to that of a series -tuned
circuit with damping. The resonant fre-
quency is the 'fundamental resonance' of
the loudspeaker-inbox. (At frequencies
above a few hundred Hertz, other reson-
ances and anti -resonances start to appear
- standing -wave modes in the box, the
drive -unit's flexural wave pat-
terns on the cone surface or 'break-up' -
but these complications are fortunately
outside the scope of this article.)
The next step is to couple the mechanical
circuit of the loudspeaker to an amplifier.

To do this we must succeed in replacing
the mechanical force generator (f) by an
electrical voltage or current generator.
The coupling between the mechanical and
the electrical system is described by the
formulae:

f = B -1-i and v= BPu,
in which B is the magnetic flux and lit
the wire length of the voice -coil. Using
these formulae we can derive:

Comparison with the electrical formula:

i = C

shows that in this case

M

Mass, which we originally translated as
inductance, turns out to be equivalent
to capacitance! In the same way it can be
shown that compliance is equivalent to
inductance, damping is equivalent to con-

ductance ( force is equivaleM to current

and velocity is equivalent to voltage.
Finally, a series circuit becomes a parallel
circuit and vice versa.
The 'true' electrical circuit diagram for
the loudspeaker is shown in figure B. The
final step is to substitute, for the current
generator, a voltage generator with an
additional internal impedance: the ampli-
fier (figure Cl. For clarity, LDI,CD1,1-D2
and CD2 are represented as one ("dy-
=stile) impedance ZD. The voltage across
this impedance (v0) is proportional to the
velocity of the cone (u) in figure A (v, =
Blu!) provided B remains constant. This
means that if the cone is held stationary (u
= 0), this voltage vr, O. ZD could be re-
placed by a short ciscuit!The impedance of
the loudspeaker equals Zr in this case, the
'static impedance' or 'blocked impedance'.
The impedance 'seen' at the loudspeaker
terminals therefore has two parts. The
`static' part - which is (theoretically!)
independent of any movement of the coil
- M simply the series connection of the
coil's copper (or aluminium) resistance
and the inductance due to parts of the
magnetic circuit behaving as an iron core.
Sinca it can only be directly measured by

Fil.re A. 'Mechanical circuit' of a loudspeaker
in which the to.hanical elements are represented
BY equivalent electrical circuit symbols.

Figure B. Equivalent electrical circuit of a loud-
speaker. This is derived from the "mechanical
circuit" of figure A by a transition in ...M.

Figure C. Equivalent electrical circuit of a com-
l.. system with the amplifier represented hi"
a voltage source with an internal irnpadand
The frequency characteristic of this system
is determined by the variation of and .132
with 1 requenc,

Figure O. This graph illustrates the total effect.
The dash. line shows the influence of the
radiation resistance 1031 on the radiated acous.
ti.I a rise of 6dB/oct up to a certain

chosen
in this graph as .0 Ha 11,1. The dott. line
allows the influence...low-pass filter drat)
of 6 dBaset above the cutoff frequency 11,
arbit.rily chosen as. Hal. Finally, the full line
shows the result: a f 1 and
f,.

preventing coibmovements - for example
with cement - this part is often called the
'blocked impedance' (ZO.
When the coil is permitted to move normal -
(y the 'electrodynamic' coupling between
the mechanical and electrical circuits give
rise to the other part of the loudspeaker's
impedance: the parallel -resonant -circuit -
with -damping described above. This part
is called the 'motional impedance' (ZD).
The resistance in parallel to ZD (SD2) is
derived from Da in figure A: the air radia-
tion resistance. This is a true (mechanical)
resistance, in other words the acoustical
energy Pa = eD,, while in the electrical
equivalent P51 = a R. We have
shown that u is proportional to vD (vD =
Blu), so that:

^'

Conclusions:
The objective of operating the loudspeaker
is to obtain a Slat' frequency response.
Thu means finding away to ensure that
the dissipation in the radiation resistance
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is independent of frequency. This dissipa-
fion is affected in two ways:
I) The voltage

is frequency -dependent due to the im-
pedances ZD, Zs and Zo.
2) Furthermore, the radiation resistance
(Da ) is not constant: it rises proportionally
to the square of the frequency up to a
certain frequency (usually between 300 Hz
and I kHz). Above that frequency it
remains constant.
The tint problem can be countered by
arranging for the power amplifier to have

negative output impedance, such that
Zo k -Zs. In this case

The variation in radiation resistance can
also be compensated in a shnple way: an
increau in power proportional to the
square of the frequency is equivalent to a
rise of 6 dB/oct. This can be compensated
by a simple 6 dB(oct low-pass filter M
front of the amplifier.
When both techniques are used, the result-
ing frequency response rises at 6 dB(oct up
to the cut-off frequency of the low-pass
Filter, and from there on remains 'flat' up
to the frequency where Da becomes con-
stant (somewhere above 300 Hz) (see
figure D).
This means an almost ideal bass response,
independent of the volume of the cabinet!
The volume only influences the efficiency
of the system, not the frequency response.
The demands placed on the loudspeaker
are that the magnetic system must be
'good' (the flux must remain constant
during all movements of the voice -coil);
that the cone and its surround must be
sufficiently stiff (to operate as a piston);
and that it must be able to handle suffi-
cient power.
The cabinet is only of secondary import -
ante, provided it is stiff and airtight - and
provided the loudspeaker fits inside!
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SteCini Many owners of model railways want their
'world of train to be as realistic as possible. A
means of imitating the sound of a real steam train

therefore, more than welcome.
train This article describes a simple

method of building an electronic
circuit of few components that

will produce the required sound. To add even more authenticity, the rhythm
of the steam train sound is regulated automatically and is practically
proportional to the speed of the train.

T T
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The circuit
Figure I shows the complete circuit dim
gram. The sound of a real engine is pro-
duced by the regular escape of waste steam.
This hissing sound is produced electronical-
ly by a noise generator. The rapid increase
and slow fading of the noise as well as its
rhythm, is controlled by an astable multi -
vibrator and a pulse shaper. The output of
the noise generator Tae amplified by
transistors In and Te. The amount of
noise, or we level, can be adjusted by
means of potentiometer Pa. The transis-
tors To and Ta form the astable multi.
vibrator which produces a square wave.
The rhythm of the steam sound can be
varied by means of Pt. By coupling the
spindle of this potentiometer to the speed
control on the supply transformer for the
locomotive, the rhythm of the steam

and is automatically controlled by the
weed of the train. Should this arrange-
ment be too difficult, the potentiometer
can be replaced by a lighhdependant re.
sistor (LDR); practically any type of LDR
will do. A suitable lamp is then connected
in parallel with the power supply for 910
train and placed with the LDR in an
opaque envelope to ensure that other
light sources, such as room lighting, have
no effect.
The lien intensity now depends on the
speed of the train; this controls the value
of the LDR and this adjusts the rhythm
of the sound to match the speed. To ensure
satisfactory control, it may be necessary
to try several lamps of different wattage.
The capacitors Ca. Ca and Ca convert the
square wave produced by the astable
multivibrator Mto a certain pulse shape.
This pulse drivestransistor Ts quickly into
conduction, but cuts it off again at a much
slower rate. For a short ti e,m transistor
Ts then feeds the amplified noise signal
to the output while amplifying it even
more, after which the amplification is re-
duced slowly. The output signal can be
further amplified by means of an extemal
amplifier or radio set.

The supply
Tke circuit can be fed from a 9 V battery.
Figure 2 shows the circuit fora mains
apply.

steam
Many model railways still run on
'steam'. For greater realism the
steam locomotives are nowadays

often fitted with an artificial smoke device. They become
even more realistic when an imitation steam whistle is also
provided.

In general, electronic imitation of sounds
is not so easily done. Analysis of a specific
dound by looking at an oscilloscope

isplay, or, better still, with the aid of a
pectrum analyser, will make clear just

how complicated that sound can be. The
spectrum analyser is the clearer, because

displays the various frequency nom-

ponents with their relative amplitudes.
But even given sufficient information
about the composition of a sound, its
electronic imitation M still no pushover.
An accurate imitation usually requires a
'truckload' of circuitry.
An acceptable imitation, however, can be
achieved with less complication. The prob-
lem in this case is nonetheless the same,
how to dream up a suitable circuit. Any
attempt to seriously calculate component
values h futile, particularly when the
sound produced is only an approximation
to the original. Then there is always the
consideration that a spectrum analyser is
not normally readily available, never mind
a genuine working steam whistle! One is
forced to the conclusion that trial and
error is the only available approach.

The circuit
We already know two aspects of the dr-

CUR. A steam whistle produces a tone, so
that the heart of the circuit must be an
oscillator. Secondly, a steam whistle is
blown - which means him. The circuit
must therefore also contain a noise genet.
ator. This noise generator must modulate
the oscillator. Experiment will determine
which method of modulation is to be used.

Figure 1. The circuit
diaprern of the steam
whims. Note the
unusual feedback
circuit.

Assuming that the brute -force excitation
of the original steam whistle gives rise to
strong overtones, the oscillator will have
to be some kind of multivibrator produc-
ing a fairly sharp -edged waveform. The
selected square -wave oscillator is a709 in
a positive feedback arrangement (and in.
chiding the usual compensation).

The noMe-generator is a reverse -biassed
base-emitterjunction of an NPN transistor.
At the supply voltage of 15 V this
junction operates in the breakdown region
(Zener), producing plenty of noise. Re-
sistor Rs limits the current to protect
T t. Since the noise is directly Mected into
the oscillator feedback path, it causes an
irregular frequency -modulation of the
square -wave. This irregular jittering of the
waveform causes the output to sound
Piemmaly shrill - very like a real steam
whistle.

The pitch of the note can be varied by
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changing the values of the capacitors. The
influence of the noise generator is largely
determined by Ra. Varying Ra adjusts the
shrillness of the note, but one must bear
in mind that it will also affect the pitch to
some extent.

Keying possibilities
Due to the fact that almost any
disturbance of the circuit has an influence
on the pitch, it is not possible to key the
whistle by electronically switching the
feedback. The best approach turned out
to be short-circuiting the points A and B.
This disturbs the biassing of the 709,
causing the oscillation to stop immedi-
ately.
This keying can be done, of course, with a
push-button (break contact) - but it is
much more interesting to let the loco-
motive switch the whistle on and off. This
can be achieved with a Light Dependant
Resistor m two operating modes. The

House k The Optical keying switch for the
weem whistle, which will respond to either
illumination or shading of Ma L..

Figure 3. Printed circuit howl and layout ter
the steam .istle with onside switch.

whistle sounds either when light falls
upon the LDR or when the LDR is
shielded. Figure 2 gives the circuits for
both modes. When the whistle is to be
started by illumination of the LDR, the
circuit with Ta i sufficient. If the
triggering is to be done by shadowing the
LDR, Ts and R,, have to be added. The
board layout in figure 3 enables either
arrangement to be used. In the first case,
a jumper lead is required between the
base and collector connections for T0.

The positioning of the LDR is very
important. When a shadow is to trigger
the whistle, the illumination under
'silent' conditions has to be very strong.

A real train usually gives a wamiog signal
just before entering and leaving a tunnel.
An LDR positioned under the track will
arrange for the model train to auto-
matically do the same. The same applies
to a level -crossing. Here once agars an
LDR mounted under the track, between

the sleepers, will greatly add to the realism
of a model railway.
Sometimes a quite weak shadow u enough
to start the circuit. Some adjustment of
the sensitivity possible with R,
When the ambient tight level in the 'play-
room' is on the low side, it will be
necessary to shine extra light on the LDR.
The same applies to the cdcuit that
whistles upon illumination. To skirt the
circuit it is neccessary to distinctly
illuminate the LDR.

*Mb sounds whistle sounds
umic Mune Mon upon Miereing the LOS
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other cost effective professional instruments from
Flewlett.Packard.

Name_

Position

Company/Institution

Address

HEWLETT hIG PACKARD
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You name the electronic
part you're looking for...

Van Dam Elektronica
has got it for you...

ex- stock!
Like the contents of Elektor - always in the
forefront of the very latest trends and develop-
ments - Van Dam Elektronica is keeping abreast
of the needs of the times by constantly updating
its stocks.
Be sure to follow the example of so many re-
nowned companies and benefit from our huge
stocks, our large call orders for prominent plants
and of our international relations.

Whether it's a few thousand transistors, diodes,
scr's, zener diodes, integrated units, resistors
or capacitors you want, your supply problem is
promptly solved by our special team of experts.
So be sure to contact Von Dam Elektronica in
Rotterdam, Holland and state your specific
problem.
You can do so by telex: 25336 darnel nl or by
telephone. From Great Britain dial 01031 -
10670022.
If required, write us a letter stating any
electronics wishes you may have.

BV Techn. Handelmaatschappij

van darn
ELEhTBOiliCh
Spoorsingel 49, P.O. Box 450,
Rotterdam, Holland.
Telephone: 010 -670022 -Giro: 295550.
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Another
example of how Hewlett-Packard
technology brings down the price

of professional instruments.

4.4. Gv

r 6 Va

1220A OSCILLOSCOPE
Bandwidth: DC to 15 MHz
Sensitivity: 2mV/cm to 10V/cm
Vertical accuracy: 3%
Sweep:01 pS/CM to 0.5s/cm
CRT 8 x 10 cm internal graticule
TV -trigger, beam -finder

1221A single channel £ 322'

For more details please return coupon below, or
contact Hewlett-Packard Ltd..
224 Bath Road, Slough, Bucks SL1 400.

To Hewlett-Packard Ltd., Deer. ELI
220 Bath Road, Siough,Bucka

Full details, please, on Me1220A Oscilloscope and
other cost effective professional instruments from
Hewlett-Packard.

Name_

Position_ _

Company/Instaution

Address

I=TarZIL7.7;r11.7g7=
wo/

HEWLETT 1-7 PACKARD

The new Rank
WOW& FLUTTER

Meter
Type 1742

Fully transistorised
for high reliability

Versatile
Meets in every respect all current specifications

for measurement of Wow, Flutter and Drift
on Optical and Magnetic sound recording/reproduction

equipment, using film, tape or disc

High accuracy
with crystal controlled oscillator

Simple to use
accepts wide range of input signals with

no manual tuning or adjustment

Two models available:
Type 1742 OS 4847:1972 DIN 45507

CC1R 4092 Specifications
Type 1742'8' 051988: 1953 Rank Kalee

Specifications

For further information please address your enquiry to
Mrs B. Nodwell

Rank Film Equipment. PO Box 70
Great West Road, Brentford

Middlesex NI 9140
Tel: 01.5689222 Telex 24409. Cables Dankaudio Brentford

RANK FILM EQUIPMENT
- I I FOE FURTHER DETAILS

Selleti.earriCe end auppart .172 °mins In 65 countries.



SIEMENS

Microwave tubes. Just a sma"1 part
of our capability in electronics.
Siemens high -power
travelling wave tubes are
specified in Aerials 1, 2 and
3 of the Post Office Earth
Station for satellite
communication at
Goonhilly Down.

The YH 1045 travelling wave
tube can provide up to 6
kW CW RF power in the
frequency range 5.925 to
6.425 GHz and is used as
the final amplifier in the
transmitter system.

With acknowledgments to the
Post Office and Marconi
Communication Systems Ltd

Siemens teams of
professionals have been
responsible for the
development and installation
of these and simular tubes
in other earth stations
around the world.

This expertise enables
Siemens to meet the growing
demand for new generation
microwave tubes - but this is
just one part of the total
capability in the design,
development and
manufacture of Siemens
electronic components and
equipment. Siemens now
provide a major source of
microwave tubes for
customers throughout the
world, as well as complete
ranges of devices for all
sections of the electronics
industry.

Siemens Limited, Great West
House, Great West -Read,
Brentford TW8 9 DG,
Middlesex,
Telephone 01-568 8281.
Telex 23176.

Profit from the Siemens experience.



The life and efficiency of any piece of electronic
equipment can rest entirely on the solder used in its
assembly. That is why for utmost reliability leading
electronic manufacturers in the USA and in 106 other
countries throughout the world insist on using Ersin
Multicore Solder. It's the solder they have depended on
for consistent high quality for more than 30 years.

If you are not already using Ersin Multicore Solder it
must be to your advantage to investigate the wide range
of Specifications which are available. Besides achieving
better joints - always - your labour costs will be reduced
and subsequently savings in overall costs of solder maybe
possible.

There are well over 1.000 SPecifi cat ens. made to all
International Standards to choose from, and here are just
a few of the special solders that we manufacture:

Savbit Alloy- dramatically reduces erosion of copper
wires and printed circuits and also reduces the wear of
soldering iron bits.

96S Silver Solder - highest strength soft solder.

Melting point 221°C. Bright and non-toxic. Replaces
high temperature brazing alloys.

95A alloy - Melting range 236-243°C For electrical
connections subjected to peak temp. of approx. 240°C

H.M.P. alloy - Melting range 296-301°C. Highest
melting point soft solder for high service temperature
applications.

T.L.C. alloy - Melting point 145°C. Lowest melting
point Ersin Multicore solder for making joints on top of
other solders and for heat sensitive components.

L.M.P. alloy - Melting Point 179°C. For soldering
silver plated surfaces such as ceramic capacitors and
soldering gold.

Alu-Sol Multicore Solder -for soldering aluminium.
Arax acid -cored solder - for non -electrical

applications or pre -tinning of parts of difficult solder-
ability (flux residue must be removed) which can then
be assembled with Ersin Multicore Solder.

Write for Technical Bulletins. on your Company's
letterhead, for products which interest you to:

*di -1W
Multicore Solders Ltd.
Maylands Avenue,
Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire, HP2 JEP
Tel: Hemel Hempstead 3636.Telex: 82363

Whg have leading
USA manufacturers specified
British made Ersin Multicore
solder for over 30 years?


